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Abstract
The linear and nonlinear Rossby wave solutions are examined in homogeneous square
basins on the ß-plane both with and without a thin meridional barrier In the presence
of the meridional barrier the basin is almost partitioned into two; only two small gaps
of equal width, d, to the north and south of the barrier allow communication between
the eastern.and western sub-basins.

Solutions are forced by a steady periodic wiiid forcing applied over a meridional
strip near the eastern side. Bottom friction is present to allow the solutions to reach
equilibrium. The linear solution for the basin containing the barrier is determined
analytically and the nonlinear solutions for both basins are found numerically.

In the linear solution with the barrier present, particular attention was paid to the
resonant solutions. We examined the effects of varying the symmetry of the forcing
about the mid-latitude, the frequency of the periodic forcing and the strength of the
bottom friction. For each solution we focus on how the no net circulation condition,
which is central to any solution in a barrier basin, is satisfied.

The nonlinear solutions were studied for both basin configurations. In each case
the transition from the weakly nonlinear solution to the turbulent solution was exam-
ined, as the forcing frequency and forcing strength were varied. Only integer multiples
of the forcing frequency are present in the weakly nonlinear solutions. The turbulent
solutions were accompanied by the appearance of many other frequencies whose exact
origins are unknown, but are probably the result of instabilities.

A hysteresis was found for the turbulent solutions of both the barrier-free and
barrier basins.

In the weakly nonlinear solutions of the barrier basin it was predicted and con-
firmed that there is never a steady net flow from sub-basin to sub-basin. It was also
shown that with a symmetric forcing all modes oscilating with an odd multiple of
the forcing frequency are symmetric and all modes oscilating with even multiples of
the forcing frequency are antisymmetric.
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Chapter i

Introduction

In this thesis we consider the propagation of barotropic Rossby waves past a thin

meridional barrier in a square basin on a ß-plane, see Figure B-1. The barrier nearly

divides the basin into two, leaving only two small gaps, of width d, between the

north and south tips of the barrier and the basin walls. The barrier is meant to

represent anything in the ocean that is steep enough to impede the propagation of

Rossby waves, including continents, islands, island chains, and ridge systems. The

small gaps represent spaces between these topographies, such as fracture zones in the

ridge systems.

By studying the Rossby modes present in this simplified basin, we gain insight

into how the'Rossby waves might propagate past the topographic features mentioned

above. Also, as more is learned about this simple model, extra complexities, such

as a baroclinic fluid and varying topography, can be added that more closely mimic

the situation in the real ocean. Therefore, we can consider these simpler situations,

which are sometimes diffcult to justify, as a stepping stones to understanding the

more complicated but more relevant models. It is interesting to note that a variation

of this model, see Pedlosky ¡7), has offered insight to the apparent amplification of

the first vertical baroclinic mode in the Pacific west of the ridge system. See Chelton

and Schlax ¡iO) for further details.

This basin model was first introduced by Pedlosky and Spall (4) in order to study

Rossby wave propagation. They had been studying the steady circulation in such
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a basin, Pedlosky et al ¡8J, to confirm Godfrey's Island rule, Godfrey ¡9j, in the

presence of nonlinearities. At one point in their investigations they studied a two-

layer baroclinic fluid that became unstable and developed eddies in the eastern basin.

Surprisingly, the eddies excited Rossby modes throughout the basin. This was partic-

ularly noticeable in layer two of the modeL. Hence, their first work, Pedlosky and Spall

¡4J, on the subject of Rossby waves propagating past a meridional barrier focused on

identifying the Rossby modes present in such a basin. To complete this goal, they

solved the QG equation containing only the time-dependent relative vorticity term

and the ß-term for a barotropic fluid in such a basin. They found that the modes were

composed of a set of full basin modes that were symmetric about the mid-latitude

and a set of eastern sub-basin modes, as well as a set of western sub-basin modes

that were both antisymmetric about the mid-latitude. These modes are presented in

chapter 2 for reference and for use in the analysis of the results.

Early work I conducted considered the linear, homogeneous, periodically forced

solution of the basin in Figure B-1 in the presence of bottom friction. Particular

attention was paid to the resonant solutions and the effects of varying the meridional

structure of the forcing and the strength of the bottom friction. The resemblance

of the barrier basin mode to the barrier-free basin modes was investigated. This

solution is presented in Atherton ¡i J and in chapter 3. Also included is an analysis of

the solution in terms of the island modes given in Pedlosky and Spall ¡4).

Chapter 2 reviews the barrier-free basin modes presented in ¡5) and the barrier

basin modes presented in ¡4). The orthogonality and inner product for both sets of

Rossby modes is derived and finally, in section 2.4, there is a short discussion of how

the full solution projects onto the basin modes.

The MICOM model used for the calculation of the nonlinear solutions is presented

in section 4.1 Section 4.2 discusses over what parameter range this shallow water

model approximates the QG dynamics. The scaling method for the parameters used

in the model is given in section 4.4.

The nonlinear barrier-free basin solution is presented in chapter 5. Sections 5.1.1

and 5.1.2 give a brief discussion of the weakly nonlinear solution for this barrier-free
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basin. The nonlinear results are examined as the solutions enter turbulent regime.

Close attention is paid to the frequencies which appear in this turbulent solution. A

hysteresis is also observed for the turbulent solution.

Finally, in chapter 6 both the weakly nonlinear and turbulent barrier basin solu-

tions are studied. An antisymmetric forcing for the weakly nonlinear solution is only

capable of exciting the eastern basin modes. Interestingly, for a symmetric forcing

about the mid-latitude the full basin modes only oscilate at the forcing frequency and

at even multiples of the forcing frequency whilst the antisymmetric modes only oscil-

late at odd multiples of the forcing frequency Hence, no matter what the meridional

structure of the forcing is, the steady solution is always associated to the antisym-

metric modes and therefore there is never any net circulation between the sub-basins.

Chapter 7 summarizes the results presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Basin Modes

To begin, we wil review and describe the basin modes for both the barrier-free basin

(containing no barrier) and the barrier basin (containing a meridional barrier) We
wiil then determine the inner product for which the spatial components of the modes

are orthogonal and express the solution as a summation of eigenmodes.

The modes are found by solving the nondimensional QG equation with a rigid lid

without friction or forcing, see Pedlosky ¡5),

v2wt+wx=0 (2.1)

for both basin configurations with no normal flow boundary conditions. The spatial

coordinates are nondimensionalized by L, the length of the basin, and the time is

nondimensionalized by ßL. In this thesis W wil denote the nondimensional stream

function and 'l wil denote the dimensional steam function.

The solutions can be found in Pedlosky ¡5) for the barrier-free basin, and Pedlosky

and Spall ¡4) for the barrier basin. We wil present and discuss these solutions in the

next four sections for future reference.
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2. i Barrier- Free Basin

As mentioned above, the modes in the absence of the barrier are presented in Pedlosky

¡5J. The problem is separable in the time, the meridional, and the zonal coordinates t,

x and y Each mode has a time-dependent steady periodic component eiwmnt, where

Wmn is the eigenfrequency nondimensionalized by ßL. The eigenfrequency, Wmn, is

equal to 27r~ where m, n = 1,2,3.... The spatial structure of the modes is

(lmn = eikmnx sin m1rX sin n1rY (2.2)

The full solution corresponding to the eigenfrequency Wmn is

Wmn = ei(wmnt+kmnx) sin m1rX sin n1rY. (2.3)

and is composed of a westward traveling wave, ei(wmnt+kmnx), along with an envelope

function, sin m1rX sin n1rY. The envelope, cj, is composed of cells, the number of which

are determined by the integers m and n and satisfies the boundary conditions of no

normal flow

Modes for which Wmn = wpq are degenerate; two different eigenmodes, W mn and

wpq, with different spatial structures, (lmn and (lpq, can correspond to the same

eigenfrequencies. For our square basin this wil occur when m2 + n2 = p2 + q2. A

basin with sides Lx and Ly such that ? is not rational will lack this degeneracy
y

Throughout, we wil denote the spatial structure of the mode by a capital (l

and the envelope of the mode by a small ø. The spatial structure excludes the time

dependent part of the mode and the envelope excludes the westward wave component.

For the barner-free basin modes the difference between the spatial component, (l, and

the envelope component, ø, is that the spatial component has an extra factor of eikm.nx.
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2.2 Barrier Basin - Containing Meridional Barrier

The basin modes in the presence of the barrier are given in Pedlosky and Spall ¡4J.

As with the barrier-free basin, these eigenmodes are determined by solving the QG

equation (2.1) with no normal flow conditions in the multiply connected domain of

the barrier basin. The no normal flow condition is enforced by setting the spatial

component of the stream function to be zero on the basin walls and the stream

function to be \I i = eiwt lP I on the barrier, where lPi is a constant (not to be confused

with the envelope function ø(x, y)) and where w is the forcing frequency. For this

basin configuration with a barrier there can be either full basin or sub-basin modes.

The circulation constraint of no circulation about the barrier, which is derived by

integrating the tangential component of the momentum equation about its perimeter,

is used as another boundary condition and the flow through the gaps is assumed to be

uniform across the gap. The circulation constraint wil be derived in detail in section

3.1 where we solve for the linear, periodically forced, solution with the presence of

bottom friction in the barrier basin.

The envelope function, lP, for the full basin, western sub-basin and eastern sub-

basin modes is presented below. Note that Xi is the zonal position of the barrier.

Full Basin Modes

ØEAST(X, y)

00 .
~ En s.in anx (~ sin mry)
n=O sin anx i

~ A sin(an(x - 1)) . ( )~ n . sin n1fY
n=O sin(an(xi - 1))

(2.4)ØWEST(X, y)

(2.5)

where

an Vk2 - n21f2

-2Øi (( _l)n _ 1)2 sin(n1fd)
n21f2d

(2.6)

(2.7)An = En

The coeffcients An and En are determined using the assumptions that the stream

function is linear in the gaps and equal to lPI on the barrier Note that An and En are
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non-zero only when the mode is symmetric about the mid-latitude (when n is odd),

and hence antisymmetric full basin modes do not exist when the gaps are placed

symmetrically about the mid-latitude of the basin. The wavenumber k, in equation

(2.6), is equal to L and is determined from the following dispersion relation (2.8).

Equation (2.8) is derived from the circulation constraint.

~I L ((-It _1)2 sin(2n7id) C¥nsinC¥n = 0 (2.8)
n=l n37i3d sinc¥nxisinc¥n(xi - 1)

It is interesting to note that the barrier basin modes and the barrier-free basin

modes are often similar in structure and eigenfrequency See Pedlosky and Spall ¡4J,

and Table A. 1, for details.

The sub-basin modes are equivalent to barrier-free basin modes for a basin equal in

size to the sub-basin with the stipulation that, due to the circulation condition, only

sub-basin modes which are antisymmetric about the mid-latitude can exist. Hence

we have the following solutions for the eastern and western sub-basin modes.

Eastern Sub-Basin Modes

ØWEST 0

Wmn

sin (m7i (:I -=11)) sin(n7iY)

1

27iVn2 + (X~1)2
n = 2,4,6, .. , m = 1,2,3,

ØEAST

\Vestern Sub-Basin Modes

ØEAST

sin ( m7i :I) sin(n7iY)

o

ØWEST

Wmn
1

27ivn2 + (;;)2

n = 2,4,6, . . . m = 1,2,3, . . .

To get the complete solutions for the full basin, western sub-basin and eastern sub-

basin modes we multiply the envelope functions above by the westward traveling wave
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component ei(wt+k(x-XI)). Note that, because of the way the solution is constructed,

the spatial structure, g?, and the envelope function, ø, are equal to the island constant

ø i along the meridional barrier at x i.

2.3 Inner Product of Modes

Following Pedlosky ¡5, pages 152-3J, we determine the inner product for which these

complete sets of modes are orthogonaL. We let wmn and wpq denote either two barrier-

free basin modes or two barrier basin modes. The form of these modes, as we have

discussed in the previous two sections, is a time dependent component eiwt multiplied

by the spatial component g? Hence, substituting wmn and wpq into (2.1) and perform-

ing the time derivative and cancellng eiwt, we obtain two equations for the spatial

functions g?mn and g?pq, where we have taken the complex conjugate of equation (2.10).

2 . âg?mnWmn \7 g?mn - i--

~2if* . âg?;qwpq v '¥pq + ifu

o (2.9)

o (2.10)

Multiplying equation (2.9) by g?;q and equation (2.10) by g?mn then subtracting,

we obtain

if* ~2if if ~2if* . if 
* âg?mn .if âg?;q - 0

Wmn'¥pq v '¥mn - wpq'¥mn v '¥pq - i'¥pq-- - i'¥mnfu - (2.11)

Using the vector relationship F\72G = '\ F . '\G - '\ . (F'\G) on the first two terms

and the product rule on the third and fourth term, we obtain the following

(Wmn - wpq)'\g?;q '\g?mn - Wmn '\

* -- -- -- * â( g?;q g?mn)
(g?pq \7g?mn) + wpq \7 . (g?mn \7g?pq) - i âx = 0

(2.12)

Next we integrate equation (2.12) over the area of the basin D, excluding the

barrier if wmn and wpq are barrier basin modes. Using the divergence theorem, no

normal flow conditions, and in the case of barrier basin modes, the circulation con-
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straint about the barrier, § i1 d'S = 0, we obtain

(Wmn - wpq) JD -9(Jmn -9(J;q dx dy = 0 (2.13)

which implies that if Wmn i= wpq then the modes wmn and wpq are spatially orthogonal

in the inner product defined by

~ Vf' Vg:?= JD -9f. -9g* dxdy (2.14)

Using the divergence theorem and the appropriate boundary conditions we can show

that the inner product (2.13) is equivalent to the inner product (2.15)

fÐ (Jmn V2(J;q dx dy
(2.15)

which we define by

~ f: V2g:?= fÐ f. V2g* dxdy (2.16)

2.4 Projection of Solution Onto the Basin Modes

Sinc.e we have a complete orthogonal set of eigenmodes and we know the inner product

for which the spatial components of these modes are orthogonal, we can express any

solution, WTOTAL(X, y, t), to our forced basin problem as a series of normal modes.

For example, using the form of the inner product (2.15), we obtain

00 00

WTOTAdx, y, t) = L L(Amn(Jmn + A:nn (J:nn)
m=O n=O

(2.17)

Equi valently,
00 00

WTOTAL(X, y, t) = L L ~(Amn(Jmn)
m=O n=O

(2.18)

If WTOTAL(X, y, t) were a solution for the barrier-free basin the (Jmn would represent

the spatial components of the barrier-free basin modes. Likewise, if WTOTAL(X, y, t)

were a solution for the barrier basin the (Jmn would represent the spatial components
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of the barrier basin modes.

The series coeffcients, Amn, are time dependent and equal to the projection of

the solution onto the spatial mode ¿Pmn normalized by the norm of ¿Pmn' That is

Amn = .c WTOT4L (x, y, t) : \72¿Pmn ::
.c ¿Pmn \72¿Pmn:: (2.19)
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Chapter 3

Linear Barrier Basin Problem

Our first results concern the analytical solution to the linear, steady periodic forced

barrier basin problem on the ß-plane. The forcing is contained in the eastern sub-

basÍn along a meridional line at the coordinate Xp. A small amount of bottom friction

is present. The solution is examined as the meridional structure of the forcing and

forcing frequency are varied and as the bottom friction is increased. This work has

been published in Atherton ¡lJ.

3. i Analytical Solution

The linear, quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity equation on the ß- plane for a barotropic

fluid with forcing and bottom friction is, see Pedlosky ¡5),

2 ( ) ( ) _ V x T(X, y) iWFt 2 ( )V' 1lt x, y, t + ß1lx x, y, t - pH e - rV' 1l x, y, t (3.1)

There is no vortex stretching term since the Rossby radius of deformation is assumed

to be large in comparison to the horizontal length scale of the flow, assumed to be

the length scale of the basin, L This is equivalent to a rigid lid boundary condition.

The stream function is related to the pressure, P, by 1l = -11 P, where fa is the
opo

reference value of the Coriolis parameter and Po is the constant density. The Coriolis

parameter is given by f = fa + ßy in the ß-plane approximation.
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The forcing is periodic in time with a frequency Wp. For our present analysis we

wil let F(x, y, t) = fjx:~,y,t) eiwFt. The variables are nondimensionalized as follows

t (ßL)-it

(x, y)

F(x, y, t)

'I(x, y, t)

L(x',y') (3.2)

FaT(x', y', t)
FaL\I(x', y', t)

ß

and the nondimensionalized form of (3.1) is

V2Wt(x', y', t) + \I x (x', y', t) = T(x', y', t) - rV2\I(x' y', t) (3.3)

where r = ßL is the dimensionless friction parameter. Precisely, r is equal to the

Stommel layer ~ divided by the length scale of the basin. The magnitude of the

forcing is given by Fa' All of the dimensionless variables (x', y', t) are of order one.

For clarity, from this point on the prime superscripts wil be omitted. As in chapter

2, \I represents the nondimensional stream function and 'I represents the dimensional

stream function.

Since we are solving for the solution after all transients have decayed it wil oscilate

at the forcing frequency. Hence, we make the following substitutions

\I (x, y, t)

T(x, y, t)

e-i(WFn.d.t+k(x-X¡))ø(X, y)

e-iWFn.dtT(x, y)

(3.4)

(3.5)

where k = 2( i +. ) and x i is the zonal position of the thin meridional barrier. Since
WFn.d. i,

the QG equation has been nondimensionalized, we have denoted the non dimensional

forcing frequency as W Pn.d. = ;f.

The substitutions (3.4) and (3.5) result in the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation
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(3.6) for the envelope function ø(x,y)

n2cP(X, y) + k2ø(x, y) = ~eik(X-XI)T(x, y) (3.6)

where n = wPnd + ir.

The forcing is assumed to be a delta function in the zonal direction at x = Xp.

By insisting that the forcing be limited to x = Xp, we isolate it to the eastern sub-

basin, thereby allowing us to concentrate on how the Rossby wave propagates past the

barrier into the western sub-basin. The flexibility in choosing Tn, see equation (3.7)

below, allows us to excite modes with various meridional structures. The forcing,

T(x, y), and the complete structure of the envelope, ø(x, y), are represented by a

Fourier sine series in y as follows

ø(x,y)
00

L øn(x) sin(n7iY)
n:=l

(3.7)

T(;c,y)
00

ö(x - xp) L Tn sin(mry)
n:=l

(3.8)

The Fourier coeffcients, øn(x), in equation (3.7) are functions of x to be deter-

mined. The boundary condition of no normal flow at y = 0 and y = 1 is now satisfied

since cP( x, y) has been expressed as a Fourier sine series, and hence vanishes at y = 0

and y = 1

The above substitutions for cP(x, y) and T(x, y) lead to the following second order

ordinary differential equation in x for each Fourier coeffcient Øn (x)

d2øn(x) _ 2A, ( ) _ ~ ik(x-xi)rr À( _ )

dx2 an 'fn X - n e .L nUX X P (3.9)

where a; = n27i2 - k2. The solution to this equation in the basin interior involves

solving the second order homogeneous equation

d2 cPn (x) _ 2 A, ( ) = 0

dx2 an 'fn X (3.10)
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in the three regions

o .- x.- Xi

Xi .- x.- Xp

Xp .- x.- 1

leading to a total of six unknown constants. Therefore, six boundary conditions are

required to determine these constants. The condition of no normal flow at X = 0 and

X = 1 requires the stream function to be zero at the basin walls. Recall that the

no normal flow boundary conditions at y = 0 and y = 1 have already been satisfied

by the sine series (3.7). Another two boundary conditions arise from matching the

solution at the zonal position of the delta function of the forcing X = Xp. The stream

function is continuous at this point and so provides the first of these conditions;

integrating (3.9) from Xp - E to Xp + E and taking the limit as E goes to zero yields the

second matching condition for the first derivative of Øn (x) The last two unknown

coeffcients are determined by assuming that the total stream function has the form

.T,( t) -iWF t~ X I, y, = e n.d.

~Øi

Øi
!. A.d 'fI

for 0.- y.- d
for d.- y.- 1 - d
for 1 - d .- y.- 1

(3.11)

at x = XI, where Øi is the barrier constant such that the full stream function on the

barrier is W(Xi, t) = e-iwFn.d.tØI A no normal flow condition at the barrIer dictates

that Øi must be independent of y. It should be noted that Øi is a function of the

. meridional structure of the forcing, the forcing frequency, and the friction parameter

and must be determined as part of the solution. The form (3.11) holds for d .-.- 1

and assumes the flow is zonal, independent of y and time periodic in the region of the

narrow gaps. See Pedlosky and Spall ¡4J for a comparison of this linear assumption

to numerical results, without the presence of friction. The linear assumption is valid

as long as the Stommel boundary layer is small compared to the gap width.

The assumed form for the stream function at X = XI, see (3.11), is expanded in

a Fourier sine series, and its Fourier coeffcient functions, Øn(Xi), are matched to the

solutions of (3.10) in the regions 0 .- X .- XI and XI .- X .- Xp on the line X = XI.
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At this point the Fourier coeffcients, cPn (x), are determined in terms of the forcing

and ø I. The solutions for the Fourier coeffcients of the envelope function are

In the region 0 ~ x ~ Xi

cPn(X) = En sinh an(x) (3.12)

In the region Xi ~ X ~ Xp

cPn(X) = Cnsinhan(x - Xi) + Dn cosh an(x - Xi) (3.13)

In the region Xp ~ x ~ 1

Øn (x) = An sinh an (x - 1) (3.14)

with

Dn = 4Øi sin(mrd)AI(n)
n27r2d

'1 0 if n = even

M(n) =
1 if n = odd

(3.15)

(3.16)

1 -
Cn = . h ( ) (Tnsinhan(xp - 1) - Dnancoshan(l- XI))

an sin an 1 - X i (3.17)

An = . h t ) (Cn sinh an (x p - X i) + Dn cosh an (x p - X i) )
sin an X p - 1 (3.18)

In equation (3.17), Tn

E _ Dnn - sinh anxi

~ei(xF-xI)Tn' Finally, to determine the value of Øi,

(3.19)

the circulation condition is found by integrating the tangential component of the

horizontal momentum equation

ail A.. (p lul2) .. ..
- + (( + f) k x u = -V' - + - - ru + Fat p 2 (3.20)

about the barner. Here we assume there is no forcing tangent to the barrier

The integral of the second term on the left side is equal to zero due to the boundary
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condition of no normal flow. Note that, although we are solving a linear problem, the

nonlinear part of the second term wil also integrate to zero, and hence the circulation

condition applies to nonlinear problems as welL. The integral of the first term on

the right side is also zero since it is the integral of a perfect differentiaL. The two

remaining terms lead to the ordinary differential equation (3.21) for the circulation

integral, which is Kelvin's theorem applied on a contour encircling the barrier.

(:t + T) f i1 . ds = 0 (3.21 )

The transient solutions decay exponentially in time leaving a steady periodic solution.

Therefore, after the transients have decayed away, the circulation condition is

f i1 ds = 0
(3.22)

Since the geometry of the barrier is a thin meridional line, the above integral becomes

r1-d r1-d
Jd V+(Xi )dy = Jd V-(XI )dy (3.23)

where V+(Xi) = L~=i ô:x+lx=x¡sin(mry) and V_(Xi) = L~=i ô:x-Ix=x¡sin(mry) The

positive subscript refers to the solution just east of the barrier; likewise, the negative

subscript refers to the solution just west of the barrier. After making the substitutions

for the meridional velocities, a solution for the time independent part of the stream

function on the barrier is obtained.

Øi =
L 2rnsinhun(XF-l)cos(n7rd)

n=odd 1lnsinh un(l-x¡)

L an sin(n1ld) cos(n1ld) sinh(un)
n=odd n31l3dsinhun(1-x¡) sinhun(x¡)

(3.24)

For the even components the equation is trivially satisfied and provides no in-

formation about cPi Considering the solution in the western basin (3.12), we see

that the Fourier coeffcient functions are zero when n is even, implying that there

is no transport between the basin and the barrier for these modes. No transport
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between the barrier tip and the basin wall is equivalent to Øi = O. The conclusion is

that even components, corresponding to motions which are antisymmetric about the

mid-latitude y = 0.5, make no contribution to the value Øi.

If the odd Fourier components of the forcing, Tn, are zero, it follows that Øi = O.

Therefore, a forcing which is antisymmetric about y = 0.5 wil yield no flow through

the gaps. From (3.12), it then follows that there would be no response in the western

basin.

The full basin, eastern sub-basin, and western sub-basin variance of the response

is calculated by integrating the absolute value of the square of the stream function

over the area of the full basin, eastern sub-basin, and western sub-basin, respectively

. variance = !Ð øcj* dxdy (3.25)

The final expression for the variance along with an expression for the integral of the

meridional velocity v+ on the eastern side of the barrier alone,

r1-dEC = Jd V+(XI )dy (3.26)

is shown in the appendix C. The complete solution for the stream function is given

by
00

w(x, y, t) = e-i(WFn.d.t+k(x-x¡)) L Øn sin(mry)
n=l

3.2 Results

When the forcing frequency approaches a natural frequency of the system we have

resonance, where the solution is dominated by a single mode. Since there is a small

amount of bottom friction present we wil obtain a finite resonant response. For

the results of sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.2.3 the bottom friction is r = 10-8 This

smail value was chosen so that we could examine well separated resonant solutions

corresponding to forcings at the natural frequencies. As mentioned in section 3.1,

the forcing structure is a delta structure in the zonal direction and by choosing the
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forcing coeffcients, Tn, in equation (3.8) we determine the meridional structure of

the forcing. In this chapter the meridional structure of the forcing was chosen to be

expressed in terms of approximate delta functions. This was accomplished by letting

Tn = 2 sin(n7iYo)e-(1/lO)n2, where Yo is the center of the approximate delta function.

The factor e-(1/lO)n2 makes the function an approximate, smoothed delta function by

eliminating the higher terms in the summation of the Fourier series.

3.2.1 Symmetric Forcing

This forcing is symmetric about the mid-latitude of the basin. It is represented by a

delta function at Xp = 0.07 and an approximate delta function at Yo = 0.5 Figure

B-2 (a), (b) and (c) show the variance of the full basin, eastern sub-basin and the

western sub-basin, respectively. The absolute value of the barrier constant, IØi I, which

indicates the magnitude of the flux through the gaps, is also plotted in these Figures

by a dotted line. The peaks in the variance occur where there is a resonant solution.

Figure B-3 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), and (g) are the contour plots of the absolute value

of envelope function, lø(x,y)l, corresponding to the first seven resonant solutions as

the frequency is decreased. Note that, since the forcing was symmetric, only the full

basin modes presented in section 2.2 are excited and hence these resonant solutions

are dominated by a single full basin mode.

A Subset of Symmetric Sub-Basin Modes

Consider the solutions forced at the frequencies wPn.d. = 0.0479 and wPn.d. = 0.0356,

see Figures B-3 (d) and (g). As we have explained, these resonant solutions are

dominated by a single symmetric full basin mode described in section 2.2. In fact,

since the forcing is symmetric about the mid-latitude for this linear problem, all

the modes contributing to the response are full basin modes. Why then do the two

full basin modes dominating the solutions in Figures B-3 (d) and (g) have such a

strong resemblance to sub-basin modes in both frequency and spatial structure? At

a glance, the contour plots in Figures B-3 (d) and (g) indicate that the solution at

wPn.d = 0.0479 might be an eastern sub-basin mode and the solution at WPn.d = 0.0356

.
might be a western sub-basin mode. Both these modes have a (1,3) structure in their
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respective sub-basins. Their resemblanGe to sub-basin modes manifests itself again in

their resonant frequencies, wPn.d. = 0.0479 and WPn.d. = 0.0356, which are equal to the

resonant frequencies of the mode (1,3) in barrier-free basins the size of the eastern

and western sub-basins respectively.

Clearly, the dominant barrier modes at the forcing frequencies wPn.d. = 0.0479 and

WPn.d. = 0.0356 have properties of sub-basin barrier modes. Yet, as explained by the

theory developed in section 2.2, we know that barrier basin modes which are purely

symmetric about the mid-latitude can not possibly be sub-basin modes which are

antisymmetric about the mid-latitude.

Another indication that the barrier modes with natural frequencies 0.0479 and

0.0356 are not sub-basin modes is that in Figures B-3 (d) and (g) we see a small

circulation in the western and eastern sub-basin, respectively. It is necessary to have

a small circulation in the adjoining basin to satisfy the circulation condition about

the barrier. Since each of these modes consists of three cells stacked in the meridional

direction along a side of the barrier, with the circulation in the middle cell opposite

to the circulation in the end cells, it is clear that there is a weak net circulation along

the barrier which must be compensated for in the adjoining basin. The net circulation

along the east side of the barrier is calculated as EC = 889.1022 for wPn.d. = 0.0479

and as EC = -81.4408 for wPn.d. = 0.0356, see Figure B-3 (d) and (g)

In the case of the sub-basin modes which are purely antisymmetric about the

mid-latitude, a total cancellation of the flow can occur in the sub-basin and there is

no need for any flow in the adjoining basin to satisfy the circulation condition. We

wil show in section 3.3 that it is impossible to excite a pure west sub-basin mode

with a forcing contained in the eastern sub-basin. Hence, this is another indication

that the resonant mode at WPn.d. = 0.0356 is indeed a full basin mode.

Since the responses for the solutions forced at wPn.d. = 0.0479 and wPn.d. = 0.0356

are contained primarily in the eastern sub-basin or the western sub-basin, respectively,

the value of the barrier constant does not peak with the variance at these frequencies;

the reason being that there is not very much transport through the gaps, d, associated

with these full basin barrier modes, see Figures B-5 (a), (b), and (c).
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We conclude that these modes at WPn.d. = 0.0479 and wPn.d. = 0.0356 are not in

the set of antisymmetric sub-basin modes in section 2.2, but they do form a subset

of sub-basin "like" modes in the set of full basin modes.

3.2.2 Antisymmetric Forcing

The antisymmetric forcing was constructed with a zonal delta function at Xp = 0.07

and an approximate delta function at Yo = 0.75 minus an approximate delta function

at Yo = 0.25. The western sub-basin variance and the barrier constant, Øi, were

zero for all forcing frequencies since there is no flow through the gaps. Figures B-4

(a) and (b) show the full basin and eastern sub-basin variance, respectively. Figures

B-4 (c) and (d) show the contours of the envelope function for the first two resonant

frequencies as the forcing frequency decreases. Note that the resonant solutions are

antisymmetric and contained only in the eastern sub-basin. Since the forcing is anti-

symmetric the solution is composed only of sub-basin modes. In section 3.3 we wil

show why western sub-basm modes can not be excited by a forcing contained in the

eastern basin even though its structure is antisymmetric about the mid-latitude.

3.2.3 Asymmetric Forcing

The asymmetric forcing was created by an approximate delta function at Xp = 0.7

and a delta function at y =0.75. The full basin, eastern sub-basin and western

sub-basin variance along with the absolute value of the barrier constant, IØil, are

presented in Figures B-5 (a), (b), and (c) When there is a resonant mode which

involves a large flux through the gap the absolute value of the barrier constant peaks

with the variance. When there is a resonant mode which does not involve much flow

through the gap the absolute value of the barrier constant remains small while the

variance is large. The contour plots of the absolute value of the envelope function

corresponding to the resonant solutions are presented in Figures B-6 (a), (b), (c),

(d), (e), (f), (g), (h), and (i). Since we have an asymmetric forcing, both symmetric

full basin modes and antisymmetric sub-basin modes wil contribute to our solution.
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Hence, with this forcing the resonant solution could be dominated by either a full

basin or sub-basin mode. From the nine resonant solutions we have considered in

Figure B-6 seven of them ((a), (b), (d), (e), (g), (h), and (i)) are dominated by the

same resonant full basin modes ofthe symmetric forcing in section 3.2.1 two of them,

(e) and (f), are dominated by the same resonant sub-basin modes in section 3.2.2.

Comparing the values of the circulation along the eastern side of the barrier, EC, of

the asymmetric forced full basin modes, Figures B-6 (a), (b), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h),

and (i) to the values of EC for the symmetrically forced modes Figures B-3, we see

that the presence of antisymmetric modes in the asymmetric solutions has caused the

circulation along the east side to decrease.

Almost all of these iine resonant frequencies are nearly equal to a barrier-free basin

resonant frequency. In the case where the response is strongest in a sub-basin, the

resonant frequency is equal to an eigenfrequency for a barrier-free basin the size of the

sub-basin. Surprisingly, most of the barrier basin resonant solutions also resemble the

barrier-free basin modes in terms of their structures. Table A.1lists a comparison of

the barrier modes and the corresponding barrier-free basin modes which they resem-

ble. Note that we have two full barrier basin modes, at frequencies of WPn.d. = 0.039

and wPn.d = 0.0381, which do not correspond to any of the natural. frequencies of the

corresponding barrier-free basin. A closer look at their contour plots, see Figures B-6

(g) and (h), demonstrates that they also have no structural resemblance to any of the

barrier-free modes.

3.2.4 Bottom Friction

When the bottom friction is increased the resonant solutions diminish in the mag-

nitude of their response. The peaks in the variance associated with the resonant

solutions broaden in frequency and eventually the peaks merge together and then

disappear. These effects are demonstrated in Figures B-7 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and

(f), which plot the full basin variance as the bottom friction parameter r is increased

from r = 0.0001, in (a), up to r = 0.0167, in (f).

As one would probably expect, the effect of increasing the friction at a resonant
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forcing frequency is to diminish the response of the basin. This can be observed for

the first full basin mode in Figures B-7 whose resonant peak diminishes in size each

time the friction is increased. However, increasing the bottom friction can actually in-

crease the response for certain non-resonant forcing frequencies. The nondimensional

forcing frequency wPn.d = 0.08 with a symmetric forcing about the mid-latitude was

chosen as an example to demonstrate this. Figures B-8 (a), (b), and (c) plot the

full basin variance, eastern sub-basin variance, and the western sub-basin variance

vs the bottom friction parameter r, respectively. It is obvious, see Figure B-8 (a),

that as the friction increases and the resonant peaks merge the response of the basin

at this off resonant frequency increases up until r = 0.002. When the bottom fric-

tion increases further the response diminishes again. The reason for this is that the

frequency WPn.d. = 0.08 lies between the two resonant solutions of the first two full

basin modes, Wn.d. = 0.01057 and Wn.d. = 0.0686. As the friction is increased and

the resonant peaks, Wn.d. = 0.01057 and Wn.d. = 0.0686, become shorter and wider

the variance in the valley of frequencies about WPn.d. = 0.08 between these two peaks

actually increases. After a certain point, r = 0.002, further increases in friction cause

the overall solution to decrease.

Another interesting result, demonstrated in Figures B-8 (b) and (c), is that the re-

sponse in the eastern sub-basin and western sub-basin differ as the friction is increased.

The eastern sub-basin response diminishes as the friction is increased. Meanwhile the

western sub-basin response initially increases in magnitude until r = 0.002 and then

decreases thereafter. The different behaviors for the eastern and western sub-basins

indicate that qualitative features of the solution àre changing as the bottom friction

is increased. Figure B-9 (a), (b), (c), and (d) demonstrates that this is indeed the

case. It appears that when the bottom friction is low the response is dominated by

the second full basin mode, see Figure B-9 (a). As the bottom friction is increased

the response is dominated more by the first full basin mode, see Figure B-9 (d). This

demonstrates that as friction is increased, resulting in the first two resonant peaks

merging together, the dominant full basin mode is the first full basin mode.
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3.3 Analysis - Another Look at the QG Equation

We have solved the linear steady periodically forced problem for a barrier basin and

have examined the results for various meridional forcing structures, forcing frequencies

and increasing bottom friction. In this section we wil analyze the results in terms

of the basin modes we found in section 2.2. In particular, we will iluminate why it

is impossible to excite a western sub-basin mode from a forcing in the eastern sub-

basin, and why symmetric forcing only excites the symmetric full basin modes and

antisymmetric forcing only excites antisymmetric sub-basin modes. In section 2.4 we

saw that a solution can be expressed as a series of eigenmodes, see equation (2.17).

Substituting this series into the nondimensional QG equation we obtain

:t \72 (foE(Amnq)mn + A:lnq):ln)) + ~ C~oE(Amnq)mn + A:lnq):ln))ñ -+ (00 00 )v X T iWF t 2 * *
pH e n.d. - r\7 ~o~(Amnq)mn + Amnq)mn) (3.27)

Using the fact that the 'lmn's solve (2.1) exactly we have

-iwmn \72q)mn = :x q)mn

. 'r2Æ.* å Æ.*iWmn v '*mn = åx '*mn

(3.28)

(3.29)

where Wmn = 2ki = 2 ~ Substituting (3.28) and (3.29) into (3.27) and rear-mn 7r m +n
ranging we obtain

~ ~ (( åAmn ( . )) 2~o f: ~ - iWmn - r Amn \7 q)mn +

(åA:ln ( . ) ,1* ) 'r2Æ.* )
~ - -iWmn - r ./mn v '*mn

v x T iWF t
e n.d.

pH (3.30)

Taking the projection of equation (3.30) onto a particular mode q)pq, we obtain an

ordinary differential equation for the time evolution of the amplitude of the (p, q)th

mode Apq' Therefore, multiplying the summation (3.30) by q);q and integrating over
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the area of the basin, we have

::A 'j xi' (l
~ - (iw - A - .: pH pq ?ât pq r) pq - .: \72(l . (l ?pq' pq

eiWFn.d. t (3.31 )

Equation (3.31) demonstrates that only modes which project onto the forcing

structure will be excited. This explains why the symmetric forcing could only excite

symmetric full basin modes and why the antisymmetric forcing could only excite the

antisymmetric sub-basin modes. Since the forcing is only in the eastern sub-basin,

this feature also explains why no western sub-basin modes could be excited even with

an antisymmetric forcing. Western sub-basin modes are zero in the eastern sub-basin

and the forcing is zero in the western sub-basin, hence the forcing simply does not

project onto any western sub-basin modes.

Solving equation (3.31) we. get the solution for the time evolution of a particular

mode Apq.

Apq ( t )

( .: %i : (l pq ? 1 ) iw F t.: \72(lpq (lpq? (i(WPn.d. - wpq) + r) e n.d.

( .: ~~i' : (lpq ? 1 ) eiwpqt-¡t (3.32)
+ Apq(O) - \72(l . (l ('( ))

.: pq' pq? i W P - wpq + r

As we can see, there is a particular, steady periodic, solution which oscilates at the

forcing frequency and becomes very large when the forcing frequency, WPn.d., is close

to the natural frequency of the system, wpq' It is this particular solution that we are

studying.

There is also the homogeneous, transient, solution, oscilating at wpq which is

present to satisfy the initial conditions Apq(O), and which decays as e-¡t. Note that

all the modes decay at the same rate. If we had used a higher order friction, such

as lateral friction, the modes in the transient would have decayed at different rates

depending on their length scales.

Also note that before the transient solution decays it wil interact with the partic-

ular solution to create a beat phenomena, during the spin up portion of the problem.
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Chapter 4

Numerical Model

Before presenting the nonlinear model results we will discuss the model used for the

computations and the parameters which were chosen for the runs.

4.1 MICOM Model

The nonlinear solutions have been computed numerically using the MICOM primitive

equation isopycnal modeL. The hydrostatic approximation is used in MICOM Hence,

it is described as a "stacked shallow water model"; each layer is stacked above another,

obeying the shallow water equations. Our homogeneous problem is modeled by a

single layer of the MICOM modeL. The momentum and continuity equations are as

follows

Dü A
Dt + f k x ü
ah --
- + \7 . (hü)
at

~h T A ti2 -- --- 9 v + - + H v U - rupH ( 4.1)

o ( 4.2)

Here the total height of the fluid is given by h = H + r¡, where H is the average height

of the fluid and r¡ is the free surface height of the fluid. Equations (4.1) and (4.2)

are solved numerically on a ß-plane. Since we have taken the length of the basin to

be 2000km, we are "pushing" the ß-plane approximation. The discretization is an

Arakawa "C" grid.
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To ensure that the model was operational with the inclusion of the barrier its

results of a very weakly nonlinear solution were matched to the analytical solution in

chapter 3.

4.2 QG Dynamics

We wish to examine our nonlinear problem in the context of QG dynamics with a rigid

lid approximation. Considering the following dimensional shallow water potential

vorticity equation (4.3), we wil demonstrate how QG dynamics are approximated

by MICOM. Equation (4.3) is derived by taking the curl of the momentum equation

(4.1) and using the continuity equation (4.2) with the substitution of - * ~~ for V' u.

~ (( + fk) = AH (V'2() _ ~( (n x f) kDt h h h + pHh (4.3)

The relative vorticity is the vertical component of the curl of the horizontal velocities,

( = (n x u) . k. As one would expect, the total time derivative of the potential

vorticity depends on the lateral friction, bottom friction and wind forcing. Following

the assumptions of QG dynamics, we can approximate the shallow water potential

vorticity, (+,!k, by the QG potential vorticity. Assuming a small Rossby number, we

have the geostrophic approximation for the first order velocity f k x u rv 1 n P, see
p

Pedlosky ¡5). Recalling that the fluid is hydrostatic, P rv gph, we scale the surface

height accordingly, T) rv 0 e~L).

Let the height of the fluid be h = H (1 + !f), where N scales the surface dis-

placement T). Then we nondimensionalize the potential vorticity

( + f k rv l- (RoC + 1)
h H i + NT/'H

(here Ro rv 0 (Ji) is the Rossby number, and' indicates that a variable is nondimen-

sional). Since N ~~ H, in QG dynamics, we can Taylor expand C+¥). Ignoring
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terms of order squared, we obtain

( ç +h f k) - (;) (1+ RoÇ' - 7/ +)
( 4.4)

We have kept the planetary vorticity term, the relative vorticity term, and the vortex

stretching term. Expression (4.4) multiplied by H is the form the potential vorticity

takes in the QG equation. To carry out the Taylor expansion it was necessary that

Z be small. Now ~ is a nondimensional parameter which can also be expressed in
terms of the Rossby number, Ro, and the Froude number, Fri since

N rv 0 (fUL) rv 0 (~f2L2) rv R F:H gH f L gH 0 r ( 4.5)

The Froude number is equal to the length scale over the Rossby radius of defor-

mation, RD rv T, all squared, (fD) 2

Rigid Lid

Substituting (4.5) into (4.4), we have the QG vorticity as

~ (1 + Ro(' - RoFrr¡' + .) ( 4.6)

To assume a rigid lid we need the term RoFrr¡' to be smalL. Specifically, it should

be much smaller than Ro(' and, hence, we need a small Froude number Thus, we

require L .c.c RD in order to approximate a rigid lid. In our model runs we have
V(9.8(mj s2J)(16000(mJ) .L = 2000km and RD = O.5XIO-4(ljsJ rv 8000km. The Froude number remains

small as we vary the Rossby number of the flow. Note that the ratio fJçu scales as

Z, since ( scales as ~ and V . il scales as Z~ from the continuity equation (as long

as the time scale is not smaller than the advective time scale, ~, and the geostrophic

and hydrostatic approximations hold). Hence fJçu also scales as RoFr.

To check the rigid lid approximation we consider the terms r¡t and H (V . il) from

the continuity equation, which scale as RoFr and Ro, respectively. Hence, H(~.u)

scales as Fr' A small Froude number indicates that the rigid lid approximation holds.

Note that, since we have approximated a rigid lid, there is minimal change in the
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potential energy of the motion. Hence, we estimate the total energy to be the kinetic

energy and have used the mean integrated kinetic energy as a measure of the variance

of the flow.

Also, since there is a rigid lid, the flow in this one-layer model should be non-

divergent (this of course has been checked from the output data) and, therefore,

there is a stream function describing the flow. vVe integrate the meridional velocity

to obtain this stream function, which is contoured in subsequent chapters to present

our model results. The stream function exists even in our turbulent regime due to

the fact that the flow is always non-divergent.

QG Regime
As we increase the forcing strength, or as we approach resonance, do we remain in

the QG regime? To answer this, it is necessary to consider the Rossby number of

the flow. Typically a Rossby number of less then 0.2 is considered to be in the QG

regime of the shallow water equations.

As we will see in section 4.4, our parameter (¥) ~ N is an accurate estimate for the

relevant Rossby number of flow when the solution is weakly nonlinear and far from

resonance. Since we change (¥ )~N from 0.002 to 0.01 we can safely say that we

are in the QG regime for these solutions. However, as the forcing. increases and the

scales of motion change, (¥) ~ N wil no longer be an accurate estimate of the Rossby

number The question is whether or not the Rossby number is stil small enough to

be in the QG regime. Of course, the Rossby number wil vary throughout the basin

and the only way to get an estimate of the Rossby number for these solutions is to

estimate it directly from the model output.

Note that when the solution is in the QG regime we would normally expect the

stream function to be 7:. However, we have such a large ß-plane that it is likely that

the variation in f in the shallow water equations can not be ignored. Most likely

we have u = - ft~iy and v = ft~ix and, hence, the stream function is not directly

proportional to the surface height Tj.

Unlike the QG equation, the shallow water equations on the ß-plane are not

invariant with respect to y. Thus, we might see some asymmetry in the solution
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about the mid-latitude which we would not expect to see in the QG modeL.

4.3 Numerical Stability and Lateral Friction

'When conducting the nonlinear experiments it is necessary, to ensure numerical sta-

bility, to include the higher order lateral friction. Unlike bottom friction, which is

scale independent, lateral friction dissipates the smaller scales at a much higher rate.

The value we have chosen is A = 800 ¡ml S2). The simple calculation below shows

that for grid sized motions the dissipation by lateral friction is actually greater than

the bottom friction dissipation. Balancing a~:'¥ "- -rV'2W and a~:'¥ "- - j) V'2w

we find that the bottom friction diminishes V'2W as e-rt and, likewise, lateral fric-
-g-t

tion as e L~ . The length scale, LG, used is twice the grid size of 20km. We chose

r = 8 x 10-8 ¡ii sJ and fr = 5 X 10-7 ¡lis). This implies a time scale of 145 days for
G

the bottom friction and about 23 days for the lateral friction. On the other hand,

when considering basin sized motions, the bottom friction still has a time scale of 145

days and the lateral friction has a time scale of 57870 days.

Since we are studying the nonlinear solution for the first few Rossby modes (which

have basin-sized scales), the solutions we are considering are of large scale. The lateral

friction is used for numerical stability and the bottom friction is used to dissipate the

initial conditions, see equation (3.32), thereby leaving only the steady periodic forced

solution. We chose a value of bottom friction which was low enough to keep the

resonant peaks well separated. That allows us to clearly see what role the nonlinearity

played in the reduction of the peak.

The value of the lateral friction is very small. In addition, it is diffcult to obtain an

analytical solution when lateral friction, which raises the order of the QG equation, is

included, even in the linear case. The model was run using no normal flow (û ii = 0)

and slip (( = 0) boundary conditions. The lateral friction was kept constant for

numerical stability and the effects of changing the magnitude of the lateral friction or

varying the boundary conditions were not studied. The slip conditions were chosen

to minimize the shear and, thus, minimize the production of eddies at the boundary.
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Therefore, we could focus on the eddies produced by the nonlinearities at the tips of

the barrier.

Circulation Condition

By integrating the momentum equation, in the presence of the lateral friction term,

about the barrier as was done in section 3.1, we obtain the circulation condition

including the effects of lateral friction.

:t f u . dl = -r f u . dl + A f \7(" fidl
( 4.7)

If we have superslip boundary conditions (\7(". fi = 0), see Pedlosky ¡6), then the

contribution of lateral friction is zero and we have the same boundary condition as

before. Since we are not using superslip boundary conditions, it is clear that the

no net circulation condition is affected by the lateral friction. However, since we

have used such a small value of lateral friction for numerical reasons, we assumed the

effect to be negligible. Since MICOM has a staggered grid, it is diffcult to accurately

estimate the circulation about the barrier or to check the effect of lateral friction on

this circulation condition. If we had considered a wind forcing above the barrier this

would have further affected the no net circulation condition.

4.4 Scaling for the Numerical Runs

Since it seems impossible to obtain a uniform scaling for a turbulent solution because

of the presence of many diverse scales of motion, we base our scaling on the weakly

nonlinear solution, for which a single scale dominates. To simplify this process we

scale the QG equation and not the shallow water equations.

Therefore, we begin with the QG equation, expressed such that the planetary

vorticity is separate from the relative vorticity.

\72'lt + ß'lx + J('l, \72'l) = '\p~ T eiwFt - r\72'l + A\74'l (4.8)

In the range of our forcing frequencies, Wp, we can nondimensionalize the variables
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as follows

t (Wp )-1 t

L(x', y')T ("')
LpH F x , y , t
'I W(X', y', t)

(x, y)
V x T iWFt

pH e
'I(x, y, t)

Here the prime, " indicates that the variable is nondimensional. The lower case 'I rep-

resents both the dimensional stream function and the scaling for the non dimensional

stream function. Expressing equation (4.8) in terms of the nondimensional variables

and multiplying by lij so that the planetary vorticity term is of order one, we obtain,

after dropping the primes,

2 (0 I) 2 ( 2) T Os 2 Oir 4W Pn.d. \l W t + W x + L J W, \l W = PH. ß'I F - L \l W + L3 \l W ( 4.9)

The non dimensional frequency WPn.d. is equal to T~;3L' and TF is the time scale or

period of the motion, which we are assuming for the purpose of this scaling is the same

as the time period of the forcing (of course as the solution becomes more and more

nonlinear this won't be true) In addition, OI = ¡¡ and Os = ~. Previously, see

chapter 3, ¥: = r- Since the Rossby modes naturally satisfy the boundary condition of

no normal flow, in most of the solutions we are considering there will be no boundary

layers. However, for the sake of clarity, I have used the traditional notation for these

parameters; 0 i is the inertial boundary layer and Os is the Stommel boundary layer

form the steady ocean circulation problem.

Each solution is characterized by the five following independent nondimensional

parameters

WPn.d.
Wp

ßL (based on the forcing frequency)

W Sverdrup

W

T
(based on size of the forcing strength)pHß'I
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(i)'
7j

ßL3 (based on size of the nonlinear terms) (4.10)

Ös

L
153M

L3

r
(based on size of bottom friction term)ßL

A

ßL3 (based on size of lateral friction term)

Applying the Buckingham II theorem with variables 7j ß, L, Wp, p~' r, and A

and with units sand m (i.e. time and length) is an alternative way of demonstrating

that our problem is described by the nondimensional parameters (4.10) given above.

Although p, H, T, ß and Wp are known, the values of the parameters WPn.d., (¥-) 2,
, 83

p¡;ß'l' ¥: and 1f are unknown until we have Land 7j In a turbulent solution not only
might we not be in the regime of QG dynamics, but it seems impossible to predict 7j

and L a priori. Also, there is not a fixed value for 7j and L since the motions change

thr'oughout the basin in a turbulent solution. However, if the solution is only weakly

nonlinear and hence resembles the linear solution then we can easily predict 7j and L.

For the purpose of assigning parameter values, particularly the wind forcing, for

the model runs we chose to predict 7j and L when the solution is weakly nonlinear

and far from resonance. In this situation the planetary scaling balances the forcing

term, 0(1) rv 0 C¡;ß'l) and solving for 7j we have the Sverdrup scaling

7j rv 0 (~)pHß (4.11 )

We can also take the length scale of the motion, L, to be the basin size if we are

assuming a weakly nonlinear solution. This is because our forcing frequency range is

from just above the frequency of the (3,1) mode to just below the frequency of the

(1,1) mode. The modes (3,1), (2,1), and (1,1), which our forcing frequencies span,

all have basin sized scales of motions. Hence, if we use the Sverdrup approximation

for 7j, and assume the length scale, L, to be the basin size, we can estimate the size

of the nonlinear terms a priori based upon the wind forcing. Taking LB to be the

basin size, we have

(i)' ~ L~ß ~ 0 CH;2LJ,)
(4.12)
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We see that (¥) 2 indicates the size of the nonlinear terms relative to the planetary

vorticity term, which is set to be order one in the nondimensional equation (4.9). The

estimate, pHßZL1 of (¥)2 is only accurate when the Sverdrup scaling, plrß' for 'l and

the basin scaling, LB, for L are true. That is, our estimate (4.12) for (¥-)2 is accurate

only for the weakly nonlinear situations far from resonance. When the solution begins

to become turbulent, or if we are close to resonance, our nondimensional parameter

pH,JZ L1 is no longer a reasonable estimate for (¥-) 2 To clarify this situation we wil

denote HßZL3 by (§LL)2 . The subscript WN reminds us that T is only equalp B WN pHßzL1
to (¥) 2 in the weakly nonlinear solution.

The parameters for the numerical runs were chosen by setting 'l equal to the

Sverdrup scaling and L equal to the basin scale. Therefore, we assign values to

the wind forcing strength, bottom friction, and lateral friction, according to what

values we desire for the non dimensional parameters (¥-) 2 , %, and ~. We will
WN

see in chapter 5 that for all the higher non-resonant forcing frequencies in our runs,

the solution is weakly nonlinear and, hence, (¥-) ~ N = (¥-) 2, the actual size of the

nonlinear terms in the nondimensional equation (4.9).
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Chapter 5

Nonlinear Solution for the

Barrier-Free Basin

The weakly nonlinear solution for the barrier-free basin has already been studied in

Pedlosky ¡2) and ¡3). In this chapter we wil review the previous weakly nonlinear

theory and present our model runs, which increase in nonlinearity until the solution

becomes turbulent. We wil also examine the hysteresis which occurs when we vary

the initial conditions of our runs.

5.1 Previous Weakly Nonlinear Results for the Pe-

riodically Forced Barrier Basin

The papers Pedlosky ¡2J and ¡3) deal with the nonlinear periodically forced solution

for a homogeneous square basin on the ß-plane. The former paper, Pedlosky ¡2J,

considers the situation where the nonlinearity is dominated by bottom friction and

forcing. The steady component of the nonlinear solution is considered in detail as

the forcing frequency and bottom friction parameters are varied. The latter paper,

Pedlosky ¡3), considers a more nonlinear solution near resonance where the nonlinear

terms dominate the bottom friction and forcing terms. Particular attention was paid

to the hysteresis which occurs at forcing frequencies near resonance.
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5.1.1 Bottom Friction and Forcing Larger than the Nonlin-

earity

The work Pedlosky ¡2), uses the same scaling of the QG equation that we have used

in our runs, see section 4.4, except that time is nondimensionalized by ßL and not

--. Hence, the nondimensional form of the QG equation is
WF

n2Wt + Wx + RoJ(W, n2W) = T - Ön2W (5.1)

Where Ro = pß2 ~ £3 (the parameter Ro is equal to (¥-) ~ N in our notation) is the

relevant Rossby number of the flow; also, 15 = ßL is the nondimensional friction

parameter equal to the Stommel boundary layer over the length scale of the basin.

The stream function W is expressed as W = Wo + RoWI + R~W2 + ... and substituted

into the QG equation (5.1) The assumption is that Ro is very small and smaller than

15 The first order solution, W, to the equation

n2W~ + W~ + Ön2WO = T (5.2)

is then found exactly by expressing the solution as a Fourier sine series in y and using

the Laplace transform to solve for the zonally dependent Fourier coeffcients. The

solution also confirms that the modes form a complete set. The steady solution for

the following order problem

n2wi + w; + Ön2WI = -J(WO, n2WO) (5.3)

is found by approximating the first order solution for different regimes of the forcing

frequency (i.e. (i) WPn.d. = Wmn, (ii) wPn.d. =l Wmn, and (iii) wPn.d. = 0(15)).

To summarize, it was found that a steady periodic forcing could produce a steady

time ~ndependent solution due to the nonlinear interactions. In Pedlosky ¡2) the

steady component of the first order solution WI was found. It was also shown that

the Rossby modes form a complete set. Steady and unsteady boundary layers were
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also observed. In case (ii) for WPn.d. :?:? (2nrr)-i, oscilating boundary layers occur in

the first order solution at both the eastern and western walls. For this case steady

boundary layers occur on both meridional walls in the next order solution. For case

(iii) there is an oscilating boundary layer on the western wall as part of the first order

solution, as well as a steady boundary layer on the western wall as part of the next

order solution.

Our numerical solutions are in a more nonlinear regime than this paper considers.

5.1.2 Nonlinearity Larger than the Bottom Friction and Forc-

.ing

The latter paper, Pedlosky ¡3), is concerned with the solution when the forcing fre-

que;ncy is very close to an eigenfrequency of the system. In this case the Sverdrup

scaling for 'l is not used. Instead of the Sverdrup scaling, the nonlinear terms squared,

( -: ) 2 = ß~3 are balanced with the forcing term C;ß'1)' Thus, 'l = (T:~6) 1/3 and
the relevant Rossby number, denoted by E is expressed as E = (ß2p~£3) in terms ofthe

forcing. Note that E = (( ¥- )~N) 1/3, that is E equals the cube root of our estimate

of the nonlinear terms for the weakly nonlinear solution in section 4.4 and, hence,

also equals the cube root of Ro, the relevant Rossby number from the previous paper

Pedlosky (2). Thus the nonlinear term is larger near resonance since E(1/3) :?:? E for

E -: -: 1. The bottom friction is set such that ßL = E2 Ö. Therefore, we have the

following nondimensional equation.

t72\lt + \lx = E( -J(\l, t72\l)) + E2(T - öt72\l) (5.4)

It is obvious from (5.4) that, since we are forcing at an eigenfrequency, the time

tendency relative vorticity term and the planetary vorticity term (both of which are

of order one) almost cancel each other; that is they cancel each other to order E,

leaving the nonlinearity and friction to balance the forcing. The equation is solved

using the method of multiple scales. An amplitude response curve is found where the
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resonant peaks tilt towards higher frequencies as the system becomes more nonlinear.

The tilt is due to the nonlinear interaction of the zeroth order, ',O, and first order,
',i, solutions. The amplitude of the response is limited by friction to order E2 The

physical reason for the tilt of the amplitude curve is that, in the nonlinear problem,

the natural frequencies of the system are amplitude dependent

This latter paper is more relevant to our numerical runs, which begin in the weakly

nonlinear regime of this paper and increase in nonlinearity. Figure B-10 uses the

method of Pedlosky ¡3) to plot an amplitude response curve for the parameters of our

first run, (~)~N = 0.002. A hysteresis is predicted. For certain forcing frequencies,

depending on the initial conditions, the solution can be either one of two possible

stable solutions. Of course, we do not observe the unstable solution associated with

the dotted line in Figure B-10.

5.2 Numerical Results

The resonant mode (2,1), which has a nondimensional natural frequency of 0.0712,

is used as a study case to see how resonance is affected by increasing nonlinearity.

This mode was chosen since it contains basin-sized scales of motion, which makes

it easy to scale in the weakly nonlinear case. Another added feature is its large

meridional scale; we wish to avoid meridional length scales of motion the size of the

gap width for the barrier basin we wil study in chapter 6. The dimensional period

corresponding to the nondimensional resonant frequency of 0.0712 is 25.5 days, that

is of the order of a month. Using the MICOM model described in section 4.1, we have

carried out a series of runs of increasing nonlinearity over the nondimensional forcing

frequency range 0.0575 to 0.095 which surrounds the resonant frequency 0.0712. In

this thesis, each set of runs consists of a series of runs in which all the parameters are

fixed, except for the forcing frequency (which varies from WPn.d. = 0.0575 to 0.095).

As described in section 4.4, the frequency is nondimensionalized by ßL. We have

six sets of runs increasing in nonlinearity. The nonlinear parameter, (¥-) ~N' took

on the values 0.002, 0.003, 0.004, 0.006, 0.008 and 0.01, with corresponding forcing
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strengths 1024¡em2 / S21, 1536¡em2 / S2), 2048¡em2 / S2), 3072¡em2 / S2), 4096¡em2 / S2) and

5120¡em2 / S2), respectively. The bottom and lateral friction remained fixed with 1: =

ß£B = 2 x 10-3, and iÏ = ßt1 = 5 x 10-6. Here, the length scale L was chosen as
the basin scale LB. This corresponds to A = 800¡m2 / s) and r = 8 x 10-8¡1/ sJ. All

these runs were initialized with zero initial conditions.

The forcing was symmetric about the mid-latitude since the Ekman pumping has

the meridional structure sin( 7Ty). It extends over a meridional strip of 200km width

on the east side of the basin between 1600km and 1800km from the west side.

The height, H, of the fluid is chosen to be 16km, see section 4.2 for further

details. Finally the Coriolis parameter, fo, and the ß parameter are chosen to be

fo = 5 x 10-5¡1/sJ and ß = 2 x 10-13¡1/(s em)). The basin is square with a length

of 2000km. The runs lasted for 1000 model days and the results were stored for the

final 300 days. The resolution used was 20km by 20km.

In our discussion of the results we make reference to a "jump" from a weakly

nonlinear solution to a turbulent solution. At this point, we wil briefly clarify what

is meant by nonlinear and turbulent. This clarification wil become more apparent as

the discussion proceeds.

Weakly Nonlinear Solution

Weakly nonlinear solutions result when the solution is dominated by the linear so-

lution and nonlinearity is a first, second, or higher order effect. We have already

discussed the weakly nonlinear solutions, Pedlosky ¡2) and Pedlosky ¡3). In the model

runs the weakly nonlinear solution is dominated by a single Rossby mode whose eigen-

frequency is close to the forcing frequency of the basin. We wil see that there are very

small contributions by other Rossby modes associated with the appearance of integral

multiples of the forcing frequency in the frequency spectrum. In our model results

the weakly nonlinear solutions occur predominantly at higher frequencies than the

resonant frequency and have a smaller amplitude response then the turbulent solu-

tions. Note that the lower forcing strengths of (§. ) ~ N = 0.002 and 0.003 correspond

to weakly nonlinear solutions for all forcing frequencies. These weakly nonlinear so-

lutions are in the QG regime and wil be analyzed using the Rossby modes developed
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in chapter 2.

Turbulent Solutions

The'turbulent solutions occur at forcing frequencies which are close to resonance or

below for the higher forcing strengths. They have a whole range of motion scales

varying throughout the basin. The amplitude of the response is larger than for the

weakly nonlinear solution. Inertial boundary layers appear along the western, north-

ern, and southern boundaries. Many frequencies of motion appear which are not

integer multiples of the forcing frequency.

Unfortunately, we do not know the origin of these frequencies nor what is their

relationship to the forcing frequency or the basin mode natural frequencies. For

example, if this hysteresis was part of a parametric resonance one might expect the

frequencies to be rational multiples of the forcing frequency. Alternatively, these

frequencies might result from the excitation of the other natural modes, or perhaps

from instabilities of the flow. The spectrum of natural frequencies is just too dense

to give any indication of what might be occurring in this transition.

In this chapter we refer to the solution "jumping" to a turbulent state as soon as

frequencies which are not integer multiples of the forcing frequency appear. This is

also the point at which we have to be careful about leaving the QG regime.

5.3 Description of Results

Figure B- i i plots the mean basin integrated kinetic energy vs the forcing frequency for

each set of runs. There are "jumps" in the solution occurring at the forcing frequencies

WPn.d. equal to 0.075, 0.08, 0.0825 and 0.085 at the forcing strengths, (¥-) ~ N' equal

to 0.004, 0.006, 0.008 and 0.01, respectively. This occurs in those cases for which the
~

solution loses its resonant peak and "jumps" from a weakly nonlinear solution, which

is dominated by the linear solution, to a turbulent solution having many different

scales of motion.

Figures B-12 (a), (b) (c), and (d) show the envelope contours calculated over one

period of forcing just before the solution "jumps" to its high amplitude, turbulent
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state. Likewise, Figure B-13 (a), (b), (c), and (d) show the solution just after the

transition. The envelope contours are the root mean square (RMS) of the numerical

solution. If the linear analytical solution were expressed as \l = ei(wt+kx)ø, where

qj is the complex envelope function equal to ReiB, then the RMS of the solution is

equivalent to !J.

Figures B-12 (a), (b), (c), and (d) represent the weakly nonlinear solution which

resembles the linear solution. We see in Figure B-13 (a), (b), (c), and (d) that in the

turbulent solution the length scale of the motion varies throughout the basin and, in

general, is much smaller than in the weakly non,linear solution, whose length scale is

the basin size.

In the linear and weakly nonlinear solutions, for the mode (2,1) which we are

studying, we observed large, tall, oval cells propagating to the west and disappearing

when they hit the western walL. With the introduction of the advection of relative

vorticity, we instead see eddies appearing in the vicinity of the east side of the basin,

heading in a westward direction (having to maneuver about each other as they do)

and then piling up on the western walL. Even though the solution is nonlinear we still

see a periodic, fairly regular motion where the dominant period is the forcing period.

This wil be confirmed in section 5.4 by Fourier analysis.

We now discuss the turbulent solutions which we observe after the transition. As

an example we use the solution forced at the frequency wPn.d. = 0.0725 and strength

(¥ ) ~ N = 0.004. We wil then consider how the solution further changes when the
forcing strength is increased to (¥) ~ N = 0.01

Turbulent Solution WPn.d. = 0.0725 and (¥- )~N = 0.004

Figure B-14 shows a sequence of snapshots for the case (¥-) ~N = 0.004 and WPn.d. =

0.0725 over one period of motion. The period corresponding to the nondimensional

frequency 0.0725 is 25.08 days. The 12 contour plots in Figure B-14 are plotted at two

day intervals and, thus, we are missing the last few days of the period. Had we plotted

the final two day interval it would resemble the contours in (a). The dotted contours

represent negative stream lines and the solid contours represent positive stream lines.

Eddies corresponding to positive stream lines rotate clockwise (i.e. are anticyclonic)
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and correspond to negative vorticity whilst eddies corresponding to negative stream

lines rotate counterclockwise (i.e. are cyclonic) and correspond to positive vorticity.

Starting with Figure B-14 (a), we see that there are two cyclonic eddies against the

western wall, one at the mid-latitude and the other in the south-west corner of the

basin. Using the method of images, we expect that the eddy at the mid-latitude of

the western wall has a tendency to move south along the wall. However, it appears

to be pinned in place by two anticyclonic eddies to either side of it. It remains there

until it finally disappears, see Figure B-14 (e). Meanwhile, the eddy in the south-west

corner weakens but is stil able to remain there until it is fed more positive vorticity,

see Figure B-14 (h). Also, note that in Figure B-14 (h) we now have two anticyclonic

eddies on the western wall, one at mid-latitude and one in the north-west corner of

the basin. The same cycle we have just described for the two cyclonic eddies in Figure

B-14 (a) repeats itself for these two eddies. The final result is two almost permanent

eddies in the south-west and north':west corners of the basin.

In summary, we have seen a complicated periodic motion with the period of the

forcing frequency. Although we know that there are many motions corresponding to

different frequencies, see section 5.4, it is clear from our description that the dominant

frequency here is the forcing frequency. Other frequencies which appear due to the

nonlinearity wil be shown, in section 5.4, to be associated with the eddies we have

observed on the western side of the basin. It looks as if large quasi-linear motion

starts in the east and the western boundary generate nonlinearities as a response.

Hence the nonlinearities seem concentrated in the west.

Turbulent Solution WPn.d. = 0.0725 and (¥- )~N = 0.01

To see how the solution we described above progresses as the nonlinearity increases, we

have included in Figure B-15, a detailed sequence for the same wind forcing frequency

at a wind forcing strength of (¥- )~N = 0.01. One of the most noticeable things is

that there is negative vorticity permanently along the north wall of the basin, and

positive vorticity permanently along the south wall of the basin. Starting in Figure

B-15 (a), there is a patch of mostly negative vorticity occupying the top two thirds

of the basin. The anticyclonic eddies in the middle of the basin propagate westward
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whilst the anticyclonic eddies against the north wall of the basin propagate eastward.

This again is explained by the method of images. In this very turbulent solution, the

anticyclonic eddies near the north wall are capable of propagating all the way to the

eastern wall. In the solutions for (¥-)~N = 0.006 and (¥-)~N = 0.008, which are

not so nonlinear, the anticyclonic eddies against the northern wall that are analogous

to these eddies disappear before reaching the eastern wall.

In Figure B-15 (g) we observe that there is positive vorticity forming at the eastern

wall in the lower two thirds of the basin. In Figure B-15 (g) to (1) this positive vorticity

propagates to the west. Note that, for this solution, there is always negative vorticity

at the north wall and positive vorticity at the south walL.

Inertial boundary layers form corresponding to the eddies piling up on the western,

northern and southern walls. 'There are also interior boundary layers at times when

eddies approach each other. This is apparent in Figures B-14 and B-15, where the

stream lines are bunched together Therefore, although the highest velocities wil

usually be found along the walls, there are stil significant velocities in the interior

To give an indication of the magnitude of the response, the maximum velocities

are plotted against the nondimensional forcing frequencies in Figure B-16 for each set

of runs.

5.4 Analysis of Results

Figure B-17 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f)is the Fourier transform over 300 days of

the zonal velocity at the point 800km east and 800km north in the lower western

half of the basin of the solutions forced at å frequency wPn.d. = 0.0725 and increasing

forcing strengths. In the weakly nonlinear solutions in Figures B-17 (a) and (b), the

only frequencies present, other than the forcing frequency, are integral multiples of

the forcing frequency. However, coinciding with the appearance of eddies in the tur-

bulent solutions in Figure (c) (i.e. (¥-)~N = 0.004), we begin to observe many other

frequencies which are not integral multiples of the forcing frequency. As the solution

becomes more and more nonlinear, see Figures (d), (e), and (f), more frequencies
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appear and the magnitude of the terms oscilating at these frequencies increase. In

every case the forcing frequency is the dominant frequency, as we would expect from

our discussion in section 5.3 concerning Figures B-14 and B-15.

Figure B-18 shows the contour plots ofthe absolute value ofthe spatial coeffcients

from the Fourier time series (5.5).

300

WTOTAL(X, y, t) = L (ti(x, y) eiw¡t + ft(x, y) e-iW¡t)
1=0

(5.5)

where L = 0,1,2,..., Wi = 2;1 and f¡(x, y) = ~ fl' 'lTOTAL(X, y, t) eiW¡tdt. Here, T is

the length of the integration which is 300 days.

The contours of the spatial coeffcients corresponding to the terms which oscilate

at frequencies that are integral multiples of the forcing frequency have been plotted.

These frequencies are marked in Figure B-17. In Figures B-18 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e),

and (f) we see that the dominant spatial structure corresponding to the frequency

WPn.d. is the mode (2,1) However, as the solution increases in nonlinearity, there are

other modes contributing to this frequency. Likewise the spatial structures associated

with the multiples of the forcing frequency have more then one mode present, and the

number of modes present obviously increases as the forcing frequency increases. In

the turbulent solutions, many modes are present for the spatial structures at higher

frequencies and the dominant response is on the western side of the basin. This

indicates that the frequencies other then the forcing frequency which appear in the

solution are associated with the eddy motion on the western side of the basin.

FiguresB-19 (a), (b), and (c), for the solution (¥-)~N = 0.004 and WPn.d. = 0.0725,

are the Fourier transform of the zonal velocity in the east, middle, and west of the

basin, respectively. As we can see, there are more frequencies, especially higher

frequencies, associated with the eddies in the west of the basin. This reinforces

the prior observation regarding the spatial coeffcients associated with non-forcing

frequencies, which had a stronger response in the west basin.

Explanation of Weakly Nonlinear Results

Unfortunately, I do not have a thorough analysis to explain the frequencies which
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appear in the turbulent solution, where the nonlinear terms are dominant. We specu-

late that the ones which appear initially might be associated with a rational multiple

of the forcing frequency or with the natural frequency of the system. Certainly, most

of the frequencies which eventually appear wil be caused by instabilities in the flow.

There is, however, a simple analysis to explain why frequencies which are multiples

of the forcing frequency appear in the weakly nonlinear solutions, where the linear

solutions are dominant.

As we know from equation (3.32), the particular linear solution oscilates only at

the forcing frequency. Hence, after the transients have decayed the only frequency

present wil be the forcing frequency. If we include the nonlinear terms in our analysis

of section 3.3 we see that frequencies other than the forcing frequency can be excited

by the nonlinear terms. Substituting the series solution for the stream function (2.17)

into the nonlinear QG equation and projecting the result onto a particular mode (p, q)

we obtain the following ordinary differential equation

aApq (. ) .( ~'JT . ~pq? iWF t .( J('I, \7'I) : ~pq ? (
-at - iWpq - r Apq = .( \72~ ~ ? e n.d. - 5.6)pq pq .( \72~pq : ~pq ?

The nonlinear terms act as a forcing term along with the wind forcing. From the

last term in equation (5.6) we see that the nonlinear terms wil excite frequencies

which are integral multiples of the forcing frequency. To understand this we first

assume that thew in the Jacobian term is the single mode '¥mn which dominates the

weakly nonlinear solution at the forcing frequency. This is obviously an approximation

tow which simplifies our analysis. Next we calculate J('Imn, \7'Imn), taking note that

the frequency associated with the Jacobian is either 2wPn.d. or O. Considering equation

(5.6), we see that if the Jacobian of 'Imn projects onto a mode 'Ipq it wil act as a

forcing term for Apq and, hence, Apq wil now have oscilations of 2WPn.d. or have a

steady component. Now we can approximate 'I as 'Imne(iWFn.d. t) + 'Ipqe(i2wFn.d.t) +

'I pq' This is another approximation in that we are ignoring the excitation of other

terms which project onto J('Imn, \7'Imn). If we repeat the argument and substitute

'Imne(iWFn.d. t) + 'Ipqe(i2WFn.d. t) + 'Ipq into the Jacobian we see that frequencies of wPn.d'
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4wPn.d., 3wPn.d., and 0 appear. Hence modes which project onto this Jacobian wil be

excited with these frequencies. The argument can be extended to show that all the

frequencies which wil be excited are multiples of the forcing frequency. Of course,

this is exactly what we see for the weakly nonlinear solution.

We speculate that as the nonlinearity increases instabilities occur in the turbu-

lent solution which excite frequencies that are not integer multiples of the forcing

frequency.

Scaling of Turbulent Results

This turbulent problem is particularly diffcult to scale. We have made a fairly accu-

rate attempt to scale the weakly nonlinear problem far from the resonance in section

4.4, and when we are in this regime (¥-) 2 does in fact approximate the true RossbyWN .
number of the flow

The reason why it is possible to have a reasonable scaling for the weakly nonlinear

solution is that there is one length scale which is approximately the size of the basin

(the solution is stil dominated by a single mode) We know from the linear solution

(3.32) that, when we are far from resonance, the time tendency of relative vorticity

and the planetary vorticity term do not cancel very well and, therefore, we balance

them with the forcing term. When the solution is at resonance these two terms do

balance and then the forcing term balances the friction term.

However, when the solution transitions to the very nonlinear turbulent regime

there are many time scales, length scales, and velocity scales present and, thus, it is

much more diffcult to decide which terms balance. In order to "see" how the balance

changes after the transition, the time tendency of relative vorticity, the planetary

vorticity term, the frictional term, and the Jacobian term of the QG equation have

been calculated from the model results using a simple finite difference method. The

meridional velocity was integrated to get the stream function and then the stream

function was used to calculate the QG terms.

Figure B-20 shows the calculation of the QG terms for the solution (¥-) ~ N =

0.008 and WPn.d. = 0.085. This solution is stil in the weakly nonlinear regime. As

we can see, in the western side of the basin, where there is no forcing, the planetary
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vorticity term, Figure B-20 (a), and the time tendency term, Figure B-20 (b) are

both of magnitude 10-11 and their contour plots complement each other. Hence we

see that the main balance is between these two terms. The next biggest term is the

Jacobian term, Figure B-20 (d), of magnitude 10-12. Note that this term is largest

in the region of wind forcing, which might be introducing small length scales into the

flow Finally, the smallest term is the bottom friction term, which is of order 10-13,

as shown in Figure B-20 (c).

Figure B-21 shows the calculation of the same terms for the solution (¥ )~N =

0.008 and WPn.d. = 0.0825. This time the main balance is between the time tendency

of relative vorticity, Figure B-21 (b), and the Jacobian nonlinear term, Figure B-21

(d). The contour plots of these terms complement each other and they both are of

order 10-10 This value is larger than in the previous case, due to the contribution of

the small scales. Not surprisingly, these two terms, which have the most derivatives,

contain the smallest scales of motion and balance each other in this regime. It is

interesting to note that the sum of the Jacobian term and the time tendency term

shows larger scale structures and balances the planetary vorticity term, which only

has one derivative. The order of the planetary vorticity term, Figure B-21 (a), is

10-11. Again the friction term, Figure B-21 (c), is small and of order 10-12. Hence,

we conclude that the main balance for the small scales of motion in the turbulent

regime is between the time tendency and the Jacobian term. The balance for the

larger scales of motion seems to be between the sum of the Jacobian term and the

time tendency term and the planetary ß term.

The fact that our calculation of the QG terms from the shallow water model

satisfy the QG equation indicates that we are in the QG regime for the solution

(¥ )~N = 0.008 and WPn.d. = 0.0825.

Hysteresis

As we saw in section 5.3 there is a transition in the solution forced with the wind

strength (¥- )~N = 0.01 between the forcing frequencies wPn.d. = 0.085 and WPn.d.

0.0875, see Figure B-11. These runs were forced with zero initial conditions.

We already know from previous work, see Pedlosky ¡3) and section 5.1.2, that
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the resonant peak leans towards higher frequencies as the nonlinearity in the weakly

nonlinear solution increases, causing a hysteresis. It is interesting to see that the

hysteresis is also present when the solution becomes turbulent. Figure B-22 shows

the mean integrated kinetic energy of the original results with zero initial condi-

tions, marked by a square, and the results of runs initialized by solutions forced at

a lower frequency (moving from low to high), marked by asterisks. As we can see,

the transition now occurs at the forcing frequency of wPn.d. = 0.0925 as opposed to

wPn.d. = 0.0875 and there is indeed a hysteresis. These runs were done at our strongest

forcing frequency of (¥-) ~N = 0.01 When the runs are initialized by a higher forcing

frequency (moving from high to low), once the runs have spun up, the runs are the

same as when there are zero initial conditions and, hence, no hysteresis is found in

that direction.

Figures B-23 (a) and (b) show the envelope plot of the runs before and after

the transition. Figure B-23 (a) resembles the envelope contour before the transition,

see Figure B-12 (d), with zero initial conditions and Figure B-23 (b) resembles the

envelope contour after the transition, see Figure B-12 (d), with zero initial conditions.

The transition is again from the turbulent solution to the weakly nonlinear solution.

We had observed, Pedlosky (3), for the weakly nonlinear solution that the inter-

action of the Wa and Wi solution caused a hysteresis in the amplitude curve of the

solution. It is interesting to note that this hysteresis is stil present when the solution

transitions to its turbulent state when so many basin modes are present.
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Chapter 6

Nonlinear Solution for the Barrier

Basin

In our last chapter we wil briefly consider the effect of the nonlinearity on the mode

corresponding to (2,1) in the barrier basin. Consulting Table A.l, we see that it has

a nondimensional resonant frequency, 0.0686, which is slightly less than the resonant

frequency, 0.0712, for the (2,1) mode in the barrier-free basin.

6.1 Numerical Results

Our discussion centers on two sets of numerical runs forced with nondimensional

frequencies ranging from 0.0625 to 0.085. The forcing strength of the runs are

(¥-) ~N = 0.004 and 0.01, which correspond to 2048¡Cm2 / S2) and 5120¡Cm2 / S2), re-

spectively. All the other parameters remain the same.

6.2 Description of Results

Figure B-24 shows the mean integrated kinetic energy versus forcing frequency, wPn.d.,

for both sets of runs, (¥- )~N = 0.004 and 0.01

The resonant peak has obviously been diminished, in amplitude and shape, by

the nonlinearity. It is diffcult to tell with the resulting broad peak and the frequency
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resolution of these runs if the nonlinearity has increased the natural frequency of the

system from 0.0686. To determine how the natural frequency has changed we could

do an analysis similar to that of Pedlosky ¡3).

From Figure B-24 it is diffcult to tell if there is a jump in the solution. Perhaps

there might be one between the nondimensional forcing frequencies of 0.07 and 0.0725

for the solution (¥ )~N = 0.004, and between 0.075 and 0.0775 for the solution

(¥)~N = 0.01.
To help determine where the nature of the solution changes, we consider the

envelope plots at each forcing frequency. Figures B-25 and B-26 present the contour

plots for the forcing strengths (¥)~N = 0.004 and (¥)~N = 0.01, respectively.

The envelope plots in Figure B-25 do not show any change in the nature of the

solution. All solutions seem to be dominated by the linear solution in the eastern

basin. The western basin seems to be more nonlinear for certain frequencies than

others. However, there is no dramatic change from one forcing frequency to the next.

Figures B-26 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), which plot the envelopes for the the solution

forced at (¥ )~N = 0.01, on the other hand, seem to be strongly nonlinear throughout

the basin for some frequencies. There is a slight change in the eastern basin between

the solution in Figures B-26 (f) and (g) Figure B-26 (f), corresponding to a nonlinear

frequency of wPn.d. = 0.075, is nonlinear in the eastern basin whereas the solution in

Figure B-26 (g), corresponding to a forcing frequency of WPn.d. = 0.0775, is clearly

dominated by the linear solution in the eastern basin. Therefore, there does seem to

be a "jump" of the type we observed in chapter 5 in the run (¥) ~N = 0.01. The

question of whether there is an associated hysteresis wil be addressed in section 6.3.

Weakly Nonlinear vs Turbulent

In chapter 5 we made a clear distinction between a weakly nonlinear solution and

a turbulent solution. Part of this distinction was the fact that the only non forc-

ing frequencies appearing in the weakly nonlinear solution were integral multiples

of the' forcing frequency, whereas many different frequencies appear in the turbulent

solutions.

Now, in the barrier basin we have the odd situation in which the solution appears
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to be turbulent in one sub-basin and weakly nonlinear in the other sub-basin. It seems

that, for this case, the non integral multiples of the forcing frequency which appear in

the western sub-basin do have a signature in the eastern sub-basin. Hence, we have

the situation in the eastern sub-basin where the solution is weakly nonlinear but there

are frequencies present which are not integral multiples of the forcing frequency.

Solution WF d = 0.0725 and (9LL)2 = 0.004n.. WN
We wil now take a detailed look at how the solution (¥- )~N = 0.004 progresses

in time. We have arbitrarily chosen the forcing frequency 0.0725 as in section 5.3.

Figure B-27 indicates that this solution is dominated by the linear full basin mode

from section 2.2 with the natural frequency 0.0686. Most striking are the eddies

formed at the tips of the barrier When the flow about the barrier is clockwise (i.e.

anticyclonic), corresponding to positive streamlines, these eddies are formed at the

south-west and north-east of the barrier and also have a clockwise circulation. See

Figures B-27 (b), (c), and (d). Note that the eddy formed in the west basin is much

bigger and lasts much longer. Likewise, when the barrier is encircled by flow which

is counterclockwise (i.e. cyclonic), corresponding to negative streamlines, eddies are

formed at the north-west and south-west of the barrier. See Figures B-27 (h), (i),

(j), and (k) Again, the eddy in the west is stronger and lasts longer than the eddy

formed in the east. The anticyclonic eddy remains in the general area of the south of

the western sub-basin.

This solution seems to be dominated by the full basin mode with natural frequency

0.0686. We have not speculated on what dynamics govern the eddies formed at the

tips of the barrier

Solution WF d = 0.0725 and (9LL)2 = 0.01n.. WN
As we noticed from Figure B-26 (e) this solution seems to be turbulent throughout

the whole basin. Figure B-28 shows the contour plots of the solution at two day

intervals. In the same fashion as in the solution Wp d = 0.0725 and (9LL)2 = 0.004.n.. WN'
we again see eddies forming at the tips of the barrier, see Figures B-28 ( a) and (b)

(south-west and north-east of the barrier) and Figures B-28 (f), (d), (h), (i), (k), and

(1) (north-west and south-east of the barrier)
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The anticyclonic eddy which forms at the south-west of the barrier seems to feed

into the anticyclonic eddy that remains in the vicinity of the south of the west basin.

According to the method of images, one would expect it to move northwards along the

west basin meridional wall; we do see this in Figures B-28 (f), (g), and(h) Likewise,

the cyclonic eddy at the north-west of the barrier feeds into the cyclonic eddy at the

mid-latitude of the western basin. At times this cyclonic eddy moves south along the

western basin meridional wall as predicted by the method of images, see Figures B-28

(h), (i), (j, and (k).
This solution seems to be more turbulent in the western basin. We would expect

this from our results in chapter 5. Perhaps the small length scales found near the

western wall are due to the reflection of eastward Rossby waves which have small

length scales. This conclusion might lead one to ask why would we not have similar

reflections from the meridional barrier and, hence, have small scale motions just to

the east of the barrier in the eastern basin.

However, in this situation, with the barrier placed at 620km, we also have the

introduction of small length scales by the small zonal scale of the west sub-basin

and the small gap widths. One might wonder if it is these small length scales that

introduce the small scale motions in the western basin.

To assess the influence of the small length scales of the barrier in producing the

small scale motions observed in the western sub-basin, we have made the size of the

eastern sub-basin the usual size of the western sub-basin and vise versa for the results

shown in Figure B-29. As well as moving the barrier, the wind forcing was moved to

the meridional strip between 200km and 400km, thereby producing a problem which

is the east-west mirror image of the problem in Figure B-28. Hence, if the small

scale motions observed in the western sub-basin of Figure B-28 where indeed only

caused by the small scales due to the position of the barrier, then one might expect

similar small scale motions to appear in the eastern sub-basin in Figures B-29. The

absence of such motions indicate that the small scales were perhaps caused by the

reflection of small wavelength eastward propagating Rossby waves from the western

basin meridional wall.
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The above conclusion leads us to wonder then why do not we see similar small scale

motions to the east of the barrier in Figures B-28. One explanation might be that

the reflection from the barrier, which must satisfy the no net circulation condition,

might be different than the reflection at a wall of the basin.

6.3 Analysis of Results

We wil now try to make a more quantitative analysis of the results.

Frequencies Excited by N onlinearities

Figure B-30 shows the Fourier Transform of the zonal velocity at different points

in the basin for forcing strengths (¥-) ~ N = 0.004 and (¥-) ~ N = 0.01 and forcing

frequency 0.0725. The Fourier transform is calculated over 300 days and, therefore,

the accuracy of the peaks in the Fourier transform in Figure B-30 is 0.0061.

For the solution (liL)2 = 0.01 and Wp d = 0.0725 the dominant frequencv isWN n. . .
the forcing frequency at which the energy is put into the system. Most of the energy

is then scattered into the lower frequencies, as shown in Figures B-30 (a), (c), and

(e). There are so many different frequencies present that it is diffcult to distinguish

between them.

In contrast, Figure B-30 (b), (d), and (f) show that there are a select few frequen-

cies present for the solution (liL)2 = 0.004 and Wp d = 0.0725. These are labeled 1,WN n..
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. As we expect from section 5.4, some of these frequencies, peaks

4, 6, 7, and 8, are associated with integer multiples of the forcing frequency. The

other peaks, 1, 3, and 5, are the frequencies which arise when a solution transitions

to its turbulent state. The appearance of these non-integer multiples of the forcing

frequency in the solution (liL)2 = 0.004 and Wp d = 0.0725 indicate the solution isWN n..
transitioning to its turbulent state.

As mentioned in chapter 5, we have no explanation of how these frequencies arise

and what their relationship is to the forcing frequency and the natural frequencies of

the system. In this particular example the frequency of peak 1 is very close to half

the forcing frequency, peak 3 is close to three halves the forcing frequency and peak 5
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is close to five halves the forcing frequency. Could it be possible that these extra fre-

quencies are associated to rational multiples of the forcing frequency? Alternatively,

peak 1 also has a frequency which is close to the natural frequency of the first western

sub-basin mode and the natural frequency of the fifth full basin mode, and peak 3

has a frequency close to the natural frequency of the first full basin mode, see Table

A.1. Hence, peak 5 could result as the sum of the frequencies of peaks 2 and 3. This

is only speculation.

Figure B-31 shows the Fourier transform of the zonal velocity at a point for the

forcing frequency wPn.d = 0.0725 and increasing forcing strengths up to (¥-) ~ N =

0.004. The indication here is that the first frequency that is not a multiple of the

forcing frequency to appear is the peak 3.

Figure B-32 shows the spatial coeffcients associated with the frequencies of peaks

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 (note that there is also a peak associated with the steady

circulation and is not labeled on diagram). Most prominent is the second full basin

mode with resonant frequency 0.0686 associated with the forcing frequency Also

apparent is the antisymmetric first eastern sub-basin mode associated to twice the

forcing frequency, and the antisymmetric structure associated with the steady part

of the solution. We wil explain in the next section why antisymmetry about the

mid-latitude is associated to an even multiple of the forcing frequency.

None of the basin modes corresponding to the natural frequencies which we asso-

ciated with the peaks 1 and 3 seem to be present. This may be because, as well as

needing a forcing at the natural frequency, we also require the correct spatial struc-

ture. Perhaps the spatial structure of the forcing has small projection on the basin

modes associated with peaks 1 and 3.

Also of interest in the spatial structures of the time Fourier coeffcients is the fact

that most of these other frequencies are associated with the eddies at the tip of the

barrier This is analogous to Figure B-18 in section 5.4 where we found that the

frequencies for the nonlinear solutions where associated with the eddies which formed

in the west basin. Oddly, the eddies in the south of the basin are associated to the

frequencies at peak 1 and 3 but the eddies in the top do not have a similar connection.
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This may be a manifestation of the asymmetry of the shallow water equations about

the mid-latitude.

Another Look at the QG-Equation

Now we return to equation (5.6) and use it to predict the weakly nonlinear solution for

the case of both antisymmetric meridional forcing and symmetric meridional forcing.

In order to speculate about the weakly nonlinear solution of the barrier problem,

we consider the Jacobian term and how it wil project onto different modes, thereby

forcing these modes. Therefore, let us consider the terms in the Jacobian in greater

detail
a~ an2~ a~ àn2~-----
ax ay ay ax (6.1)

In particular, we are interested in the meridional structure of the stream function

which is always expressed in terms of sin(n7ry)'s, for n = 1,2,3,. .. For a sub-basin

mode it would be a single sin( mry) with n even; for a full basin mode it would be a

summation of sin(n7ry) with odd n's. For the moment, we wil consider the Jacobian

action on a single sin( mry). The Laplacian, which has a double y-derivative, wil not

change the symmetry of the function. However the single y-derivative in the Jacobian

wil. A typical Jacobian term wil be of the form

A(x) sin(p7ry)B(x) cos(q7rY)
A(X)2B(X) (sin((p + q)7rY) + sin((p - q)7rY)) (6.2)

Thus, (6.2) brings out our main point: if p and q are both even, or both odd, then

p + q and p - q wil both be even. Therefore, whenever we take the Jacobian of two

symmetric, or two antisymmetric, modes the result is always antisymmetric about

the mid-latitude. Likewise, if exactly one of p and q is even (and hence the other

odd) then p + q and p - q will both be odd. Hence, the Jacobian would project only

on a symmetric mode about the mid-latitude.

In summary, the Jacobian of two full basin, or sub-basin, modes projects only onto

sub-basin modes and the Jacobian of one full basin and one sub-basin mode projects

only onto full basin modes.

We have seen in our analysis of the barrier-free problem that when our solution
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is weakly nonlinear one of the first effects is that frequencies equal to mwp appear

where m is an integer. For example, when we take the Jacobian of two terms which

both oscilate at the forcing frequency Wp, the modes for which this Jacobian projects

onto wil then oscilate at the frequencies 0 and 2wp. Extending this reasoning, we

obtain many terms which oscilate at frequencies which are multiples of the forcing

frequencies.

We conclude that if we force the basin with a forcing which is purely symmetric

about the mid-latitude then the terms in our solution, see (2.17), which are full basin

modes should oscilate at frequencies that are odd multiples of the forcing frequency.

Likewise, terms in (2.17) which oscilate at frequencies which are even multiples of

the forcing frequency should be sub-basin modes.

The conclusions above have some interesting consequences. For example, if we

consider the steady circulation, we see that, whether the forcing is symmetric or

antisymmetric about the mid-latitude, the steady circulation wil always be associated

with sub-basin modes. This implies that there wil never be a steady circulation

through the gaps in the periodically forced solution. If we consider the circulation

condition, it is very diffcult to envision a steady circulation which is able to go

through the gaps and stil satisfy the no circulation condition about the barrier.

These hypotheses have been confirmed by running the model with forcings which

are symmetric and antisymmetric about the mid-latitude of the basin. Figure B-

33 (a) is the Fourier transform of the zonal velocity of the solution forced at the

frequency WF d = 0.0725 and forcing strength (§.L)2 = 0.002. The meridionaln.. WN
structure of the forcing is symmetric. As expected, the frequencies which appear are

integer multiples of the forcing frequency. The peaks have been labeled in the same

fashion as in Figure B-30 (b). Figures B-33 (b), (c), (d), and (e) are the contours of

the absolute value of the spatial coeffcients associated which these frequencies. As

predicted, the coeffcients associated with the even multiples of the forcing frequency

are antisymmetric about the mid-latitude and the coeffcients associated with the odd

multiples of the forcing frequency are symmetric about the mid-latitude.

Similarly, Figure B-34 (a) is the Fourier transform of the zonal velocity of the
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solution forced at the frequency WPn.d. = 0.0725 and forcing strength (0/ )~N = 0.002.

The meridional structure of the forcing is antisymmetric. Again the frequencies which

appear are integer multiples of the forcing frequency. The peaks have been labeled

accordingly to their relation with the forcing frequency. Figures B-34 (b), (c), and (d)

are the contours of the absolute value of the spatial coeffcients associated with these

frequencies. As predicted, all the coeffcients are antisymmetric. The result in Figure

B-34 (b) is a little unexpected in that there are two jets exiting and returning to the

eastern sub-basin. This is something we have not previously observed. It might be a

non-QG effect appearing in the shallow water model in the regime of the small gaps or

perhaps it might be that the antisymmetric QG modes really do have such features.

Our earlier analytical work of chapter 3 would not have predicted such features since

we made an assumption of uniform flow through the gap. It may be possible that, for

these small length scales, the uniform flow through the gap assumption breaks down.

Hysteresis

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the runs with a forcing strength of

( 0/ ) ~ N = 0.01 indicate that there might be a possible hysteresis between the solutions
forced at WPn.d. = 0.075 and wPn.d. = 0.0775. A preliminary investigation, of the type

carried out for Figure B-22, to look for this possible hysteresis was conducted by

initializing a run at a forcing frequency of wPn.d. = 0.0775 with the results from the

run forced at WPn.d. = 0.075 with zero initial conditions. No hysteresis was found.

Another attempt was made to find a possible hysteresis at these forcing frequencies

of Wp d = 0.075 and 0.0775 and strength (&L)2 = 0.01 for a regime of small bottomn.. WN
frictions, ¥ = 0.001. Figure B-36 plots the integrated kinetic energy of these runs vs

the forcing frequencies. The zero initial condition runs are marked by asterisks (*) and

the run wPn.d. = 0.0775 initialized with the solution from wPn.d. = 0.075 is marked by

a circle (0). As can be seen from Figure B-36, these two solution have different energy

levels, indicating that we have found a hysteresis. Figure B-37 plots the integrated

kinetic energy versus time for the two solutions forced at wPn.d. = 0.0775. The dotted

line indicates the solution was initialized with zero initial conditions and the solid line

indicates the solution was initialized with the solution from wPn.d. = 0.075. As we can
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see, the kinetic energy for the zero initialized solution is consistently lower, assuring

us that Figure B-36 is an accurate representation of their relative kinetic energies.

Finally, Figure B-38 contours the envelope functions for these two solutions. Clearly,

Figure B-38 (a) (the zero condition initialized solution) is in a more linear regime

than Figure B-38 (b) (the non-zero initialized solution).

All indications are that we have found a similar hysteresis to that in section 5.4

for the barrier free solution. The hysteresis seems to correspond to the solution

transitioning to a turbulent solution in the eastern sub-basin. It would be interesting

to see if there is another hysteresis for the barrier problem corresponding to the

solution transitioning to a turbulent solution in the western basin. To search for

this one would have to force the solution at a lower forcing strength, starting with a

solution which was weakly linear throughout the basin and then look for a transition

to turbulence in the western basin.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

We have examined the linear and nonlinear steady periodic forced problems of basins

both with and without a meridional barrier.

When the barrier was included we were primarily interested in how an eastern

sub-basin forcing could produce a strong response in the western sub-basin when

there were only two very narrow gaps for communication between the sub-basins. We

saw that the strong western sub-basin response was due to the necessity of satisfying

the circulation condition, which was simply an application of Kelvin's theorem about

the barrier. However, we also found it was impossible to excite purely antisymmetric

western sub-basin modes when the forcing was contained in the eastern sub-basin.

Interestingly, we found some symmetric full basin modes which had features of western

and eastern sub-basin modes.

Quite a bit of time was spent examining the effects of a symmetric forcing versus

an antisymmetric forcing about the mid-latitude. Full basin modes were symmetric

about the mid-latitude and could not satisfy the circulation condition on only one

side of the barrier, whereas sub-basin modes were antisymmetric about the barrier

and could satisfy the circulation condition on only one side of the barrier Therefore,

in the linear problem, only when the forcing had a component which was symmetric

about the mid-latitude was there any western sub-basin response and, in addition,

if the forcing frequency was near a full basin eigenfrequency there would be a very

strong western sub-basin response.
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We also observed that there is a subset of symmetric sub-basin modes in our

original set of full basin modes in section 2.2. This is a result that would have been

diffcult to predict by only considering the formulas in chapter 2 (from Pedlosky and

Spall ¡4J). From these formulas, it is quite clear that there are a set of symmetric full

basin modes and a set of antisymmetric sub-basin modes. However, it is not at all

obvious that, within the set of symmetric full basin modes, there is a subset of modes

whose response is dominant in only one sub-basin. The subset of the symmetric sub-

basin modes differ from the anti-symmetric sub-basin modes in that they require a

small response in the opposing basin to satisfy the no net circulation condition. The

antisymmetric modes, on the other hand, have absolutely no response in the opposing

basin.

Interestingly, the subset of symmetric sub-basin modes are analogous in structure

and frequency to symmetric modes of a basin the size of the sub-basin. This obser-

vation had already been made for the antisymInetric sub-basin modes. One might be

led to believe that all of the modes for the barrier basin were analogous to modes for

the barrier-free basin. However, we have found at least two full modes which are not

analogous to any barrier-free modes.

The effects of bottom friction were also examined in the linear problem. Surpris-

ingly, it was found that when the friction increased the response of the system at

an off resonant frequency could actually increase. This occurs because although the

resonant peaks are diminishing in magnitude they become wider and merge together,

and so actually increase the response at frequencies in between.

After a quick review of some previous work carried out on the weakly nonlinear

solution for the barrier-free basin, see ¡2J and ¡3), we examined the hysteresis of the

resonant peak as the nonlinearity of the problem was increased for the barrier-free

basin problem. Bottom friction remained small. It was observed that once the peak

folded there was a "jump" to a turbulent solution which was dependent on the forcing

frequency and the forcing strength.

As in the weakly nonlinear solution, a hysteresis was found for the very nonlinear

runs. Model runs were conducted both with zero initial conditions and with the
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results of runs forced with a lower frequency. The runs which were initialized with

the lower forcing frequency run remained nonlinear at higher frequencies than the runs

with the zero initial conditions and, hence, a hysteresis was found. It is surprising

that the hysteresis which is present in the weakly nonlinear solution remains when

the solution transitions to its turbulent state. It would be interesting to see if the

dynamics of this hysteresis is the same for both the weakly nonlinear and turbulent

cases.

Finally, we examined the nonlinear solutions to the barrier basin. To begin with

we concentrated on the more predictable weakly nonlinear solution. It was predicted

and confirmed that, regardless of the symmetry of the forcing structure, the steady

component of the solution (as well as any even multiple of the forcing frequency)

would always project onto the antisymmetric sub-basin modes. This result is quite

interesting and, most importantly, tells us that there is never any steady net flow

through the gaps of the barrier in this periodically forced problem. Of course, con-

sidering the no net circulation condition and the rigid lid of the model, it would be

hard to imagine how one could have a steady flow from one sub-basin to the other.

A hysteresis was observed for the forcing (¥) ~N = 0.01 between the forcing

frequencies of WPn.d. = 0.075 and 0.0775 for the barrier basin. In örder to see this it

was necessary to reduce the bottom friction for the problem. This hysteresis seems to

correspond to a transition between a weakly nonlinear state for the eastern sub-basin

and a turbulent state for the eastern sub-basin. During this transition the western

sub-basin seems to be continually in a turbulent state. It would be interesting to see

if a similar hysteresis corresponds to a transition between a weakly nonlinear state in

the western sub-basin and a turbulent state for the western sub-basin.

We also considered the situation in which the forcing is on the west side of the

basin and the barrier is placed on the east side of the basin. This was done to see

if the small scales of motion observed in the western sub-basin might be connected

to the small length scales induced by the gaps and the small size of the western sub-

basin. Again, the small scales of motion were observed in the west indicating that,

perhaps, they are due to the reflection of small scale eastward propagation Rossby
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waves. Surprisingly, no small scale motions were observed to the east of the barrier,

suggesting that the reflection of the eastward Rossby waves differs somehow on the

barrier than on the basin walL. It would be interesting to check observations off a

long meridional coast, such as Japan, to see if there are fewer eddies there than one

would expect off a western boundary, such as the east coast of Asia.
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Appendix A

Tables
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Barrier Basin Barrier Free Basin

1 st Full Basin m=l, n=l
w = 0.1057 w = 0.1125

2nd Full Basin m=2, n= 1
w = 0.0686 w = 0.0712

1 st Eastern Sub-basin m=l, n=2
w = 0.0648 w = 0.0648

3rd Full Basin m=3, n= 1
w = 0.0503 w = 0.0503

2nd "Eastern" Sub-basin m=l, n=3
w = 0.0479 w = 0.0479

3rd Eastern Sub-basin m=2, n=2
w = 0.0456 w = 0.0456

4th Full Basin
w = 0.039

5th Full Basin
w = 0.0381

1 st "Western" Sub-basin m=l, n=3
w = 0.0356 w = 0.0356

Table A.1: Comparison of the nine resonant solutions in Figures B-5 and B-6 to the normal
modes for a barrier-free basin to which they resemble. The resemblance is observed both
in the structure of the solution and in the frequencies. For the case where the dominant
response is in a sub-basin we consider a basin the same size. The quotation marks indicate
that a sub-basin solution is symmetric and hence is part of the subset of full basin modes
and not a part of the set of antisymmetric sub-basin modes.
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Figures
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Figure B-1: Sketch of the square barrier basin with the meridional barrier placed at
Xi and the forcing along the dotted line at Xp. There are two gaps of width d to the
north and south of the barrier
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Figure B-2: Semilog plots of IØil (- - -) and (a) full basin variance, (b) eastern sub-
basin variance and (c) western su b- basin variance vs forcing frequency W Pn.d. for the
case where Xi = 0.3, Xp = 0.7, d = 0.05, r = 10-8 and the meridional structure of

the forcing is symmetric about y = 0.5.
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Figure B-3: Contour plots of the absolute value of the envelope function, ltP(x,y)l, for
the case where Xi = 0.3, Xp = 0.7 d = 0.05, r = 10-8, and the meridional structure

of the forcing is symmetric about y = 0.5 . The forcing frequencies, shown under each
plot, correspond to the first 7 peaks in the full basin variance graph in Figure B-2 (a).
The value EC shown to the left of each forcing frequency is the circulation on the
eastern side of the barrier (see appendix C for calculation of EC) .
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Figure B-4: Semilog plots of (a) full basin variance, (b) eastern sub-basin variance vs
forcing frequency WPn.d. Plots (c) and (d) are contours of the absolute value of the

envelope function, I ø( x, y) I, at frequencies corresponding to the first two peaks of the
full variance. Xi = 0.3, Xp = 0.7, d = 0.05, r = 10-8 and antisymmetric meridional
structure of the forcing about y = 0.5.
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Figure B-5: Semilog plots of IØil (- - -) and (a) full basin variance, (b) eastern
sub-basin variance and (c) western sub-basin variance vs forcing frequency WPn.d. for

Xi = 0.3, Xp = 0.7, d = 0.05, r = 10-8, and the asymmetric meridional structure of
the forcing.
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Figure B-6: Contour plots for Xi = 0.3, Xp = 0.7, d = 0.05, r = 10-8, and the

asymmetric meridional structure of the forcing. The forcing frequencies, under each
plot, correspond to the first nine peaks in the full basin variance graph in Figure 5 (a)
The value EC shown next to the forcing frequency is the circulation on the east side
of the barrier (see appendix C for calculation of EC).
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Figure B-7 Semilog plots of I ø i I (- - -) and full basin variance vs forcing frequency
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the forcing, and varying friction (a) r = 0.0001, (b) r = 0.001, (c) r = 0.0025, (d)

r = 0.005, (e) r = 0.01, (f) r = 0.0167.
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(a) Full Basin Variance vs Bottom Friction Parametery
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Figure B-3: The (a) full basin, (b) eastern sub-basin and (c) western sub-basin vari-
ance response vs the bottom friction parameter r for WPn,d, = 0.08 for the barrier
basin analytical solution.
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Envelope Contour Plots as Bottom Friction (y) Increases llF = 0.08
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Figure B-9: Contours of the envelope (i.e. absolute value lø(x, y)1) for wPn.d. = 0.08
and certain values of the bottom friction parameter r in the linear barrier basin
solution. (a) r = 0.005, (b) r = 0.01, (c) r = 0.015, (d) r = 0.02.
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Figure B-10: Amplitude response curve calculated using the method presented in ¡3)

The parameters k = 0, m = 2, n = 1, f = 1, and, 15 = 0.126 correspond to our first
numerical run where (¥- )~N = 0.002.
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Figure B-ll: Mean integrated kinetic energy vs forcing frequency, wPn.d., for the series
of numerical runs with increasing nonlinearity Notice how the peaks lean towards
higher frequencies and then ultimately disintegrate. Also, note the transition in

the solution occurring at the nondimensional frequencies WPn.d.' 0.0775, 0.08, 0.0875,

and 0.085 for the wind forcing strengths (¥-) ~ N = 0.004,0.006,0.008, and 0.01,

respectively.
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Figure B-12: Envelopes calculated over one forcing period demonstrating that the
weakly nonlinear solution is dominated by the (2,1) mode just before the transition

which occurs when the forcing frequency is decreased. (a) (9t )~N = 0.004 and

wPn.d. = 0.0775, (b) (l-)~N = 0.006 and wPn.d. = 0.0825, (c) (¥-)~N = 0.008 and

wPn.d = 0.085 , and (d) (¥- )~N = 0.01 and WPn.d. = 0.0875.
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Figure B-13: Envelope plots taken over one forcing period showing the solution
just after the transition to the very nonlinear solution when the forcing frequency
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Figure B-14: Contours of the stream function, W, at 2 day intervals for the solution

(¥- )~N = 0.004 and WPn.d. = 0.0725. The contours span 24 days of the 25.08 day
forcing period. Solid lines correspond to positive stream lines and dotted lines corre-
spond to negative streamlines. The contours document the westward propagation of

the solution during one forcing period. Note N L in the figure denotes (¥-) ~ N'
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Figure B-15: Contours of the stream function, \l, at 2 day intervals for the solution

(¥)~N = 0.01 and WPn.d. = 0.0725. The contours span 24 days of the 25.08 day
forcing period. Solid lines correspond to positive stream lines and dotted lines corre-
spond to negative streamlines. The contours document the westward propagation of

the solution during one forcing period. Note NL in the figure denotes (¥-)~N'
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Fourier Transform of Zonal Velocity at (800km,800km)üF = 0.0725
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Figure B-17: Fourier transform of the zonal velocity at the point (800km,800km) for
the nonlinear solutions with a forcing frequency of WPn.d. = 0.0725 Note N L in the
figure denotes (0/) ~ N'
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Envelope Contours of Spatial Coefficients

Figure B-18: Contour plots of the absolute values of the spatial coeffcients of the
terms in a Fourier time series which oscilate at frequencies that are integral multiples

of the forcing frequencies. Note N L in the figure denotes (¥-) ~ N
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FFT of Zonal Velocity Over 1200 Days
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Figure B-19: Fourier transform of the zonal velocity for different points in the basin at

mid-latitude over 1200 days (a) east side, (b) middle, (c) west side. (¥- )~N = 0.004
and WPn.d. = 0.0725, note higher frequencies appearing as we proceed west.
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NL = 0.008 and Ú)F = 0.085
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Figure B-20: Finite difference calculation of the model output for the terms in the

QG equation excluding the forcing term. (~)~N = 0.008 and WPn.d. = 0.085. This is
just before the solution transitions to the turbulent regime at WPn.d. = 0.0825. Note

N L in the figure denotes (¥-) ~ N'
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NL = 0.008 and wF = 0.085
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Figure B-21' Finite difference calculation of the model output for the terms in the
QG equation excluding the forcing term. The solution has a wind forcing strength

0:. )~N = 0.008 and a forcing frequency WPn.d, = 0.0825. This is just after the
transition to the turbulent regime. Note NL in the figure denotes (¥-):'N'
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Mean Integrated KE vs (iF n.d. For Different Initial Conditions

* IC = previous run at lower (iF n.d.
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Figure B-22: Mean integrated kinetic energy vs nondimensional forcing frequency,
WPn.d. The results plotted by squares indicates that the solution was initialized with

zero initial conditions. The results plotted with the asterisk indicate that each run was
initialized with the results of the previous run forced at the lower forcing frequency.
A hysteresis is observed for the forcing frequencies WPn.d. = 0.085 for zero initial

conditions and WPn.d. = 0.09 for initial conditions of lower frequency run.
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Envelope Contours of Runs Initialized by Results Forced at Lower Frequencies

(a) Initialized with (iF n.d. = 0.0875 (b) Initialized with (iF n.d. = 0.09
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Figure B-23: (a) is the RMS of the stream function just before the transition and (b)
is the RMS of the stream function just after the transition when the solution is in its
weakly nonlinear state. These runs have been initialized with solutions forced at a
lower frequency. Note N L in the figure denotes (¥-) ~ N'
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Figure B-24: Mean integrated kinetic energy over the area of the barrier basin vs forc-
. 2

ing frequency for runs with forcing strengths of (¥ ) W N = 0.004 and 0.01 respectively.

All runs were done with zero initial conditions.
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Envelope for'l for Forcing (8lL)~N = 0.004
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Figure B-25: The contours of the envelope function for all the solutions forced with
a strength (¥- )~N = 0.004 and zero initial conditions.
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Figure B-26: The contours of the envelope function for all the solutions forced with
a strength (¥-) ~ N = 0.01 and zero initial conditions. Note the slight change in the
nonlinearity of the solution in the eastern basin between the frequencies WPn.d. = 0.075

and wPn.d. = 0.0775. The solution forced with a frequency of wPn.d. = 0.0775 looks

more linear than the the solution forced at wPn.d = 0.075.
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Contours of 'l at 2 Day Intervals for (o/L)e.N = 0.004 and ÚiFn.d. = 0.0725
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Figure B-27' Contours of the stream function, W, at 2 days intervals for the solution

(~L)2 = 0.004 and WF d = 0.0725 in the barrier basin. The contours span 24WN n..
days of the 25.08 day forcing period. Solid lines correspond to positive stream lines
and dotted lines correspond to negative stream lines. The contours document the
westward propagation of the solution during one forcing period.
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(a)

Contours of il at 2 Day Intervals for (ù/L)~N = 0.01 and wFn.d.
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Figure B-28: Contours of the stream function, ll, at 2 days intervals for the solution

(§.L)2 = 0.01 and Wp d = 0.0725 in the barrier basin. The contours span 24WN n..
days of the 25.08 day forcing period. Solid lines correspond to positive stream lines
and dotted lines correspond to negative stream lines. The contours document the
westward propagation of the solution during one forcing period.
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Contours of '¥ at 2 Day Intervals for (Õ~/L 2)WN = 0.01 and CúF = 0.0725
n.d.
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Figure B-29: Contour plots of'l at two day intervals for the solution (¥-) ~ N = 0.01
and wPn.d = 0.0725. The barrier is placed at 1420km to the east and the wind forcing

is applied along a meridional strip from 200km to 400km.
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2ülFn.d = 0.0725 and (8/L)WN = 0.01 2ülFn.d = 0.0725 and (8/L)WN = 0.004

2
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(e) 1000km N, 1800km E
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Figure B-30: Fourier transform of the zonal velocity at points along the mid-latitude.

(a), (c), and (e) are the solutions for (0/ )~N = 0.01 and WPn.d. = 0.0725, while (b),

(d), and (f) are the solutions for (¥- )~N = 0.004 and wPn.d. = 0.0725. (a) and (b) are
the Fourier transforms of velocities in the west of the basin, (c) and (d) are Fourier
transforms in the middle, and (e) and (f) are Fourier transforms in the west of the
basin.
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Fourier Transform of Solutions Forced atwFn.d. = 0.0725
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Figure B-31: Fourier transforms of the zonal velocity for solutions forced at 0.0725
and increasing wind strength. Figures (a), (b) and (c) indicate that as the forcing
strength increases the first non-integer multiple of the forcing frequency to appear
is at about 0.1 which is close to ~ times wPn.d. or the natural frequency of the first
resonant mode in the barrier basin.
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Figure B-32: Envelope plot for the spatial coeffcients associated with the peaks
labeled 1,2,3,4,5, and 6 in Figure B-30 (a) corresponding to the solution (¥- )~N =
0.004 and wPn.d. = 0.0725.
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Weakly Nonlinear Solution (81/L)~N = 0.002 and (OF = 0.0725
n.d.
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Figure B-33: (a) plots the Fourier transform of the zonal velocity at a point. The
peak labels, 0, 2, 4, and 6, correspond to the labels in Figure B-30 (b). (b), (c),
(d), and (e) above are the absolute values of the spatial coeffcients corresponding to
peaks 0, 2, 4, and 6 labeled in (a).
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Figure B-34: (a) plots the Fourier transform of the zonal velocity at a point. The
peak are labeled correspond their relation to the forcing frequency, wPn.d. (b), (c),
and (d) above are the absolute values of the spatial coeffcients corresponding to peaks
labeled in (a).
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Figure B-35: Mean integrated kinetic energy for the solutions forced with a strength

of (¥- )~N = 0.01 in the barrier basin. The six pointed star represents solutions

initialized with zero initial conditions and the circle represents the solution forced at
wPn.d. = 0.0775 initialized with the solution of wPn.d. = 0.075.
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Figure B-36: The asterisks, *, represent the mean integrated kinetic energy of the
solution initialized with zero initial conditions for a wind forcing of (¥- )~N = 0.01
and bottom friction §. = 0.001 The circles, (0), represent the mean integrated kinetic
energy of the solution forced with a nondimensional frequency of wPn.d. = 0.0775 and

initialized with the solution which was forced at WPn.d. = 0.075.
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Mean Integrated Kinetic Energy vs Time
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Figure B-37' The dotted line plots the mean integrated kinetic energy vs the time in
model days of the run forced with wPn.d. = 0.0775, (¥-) ~ N = 0.01 and ¥ = 0.001 and
initialized with zero initial conditions. The solid line represents the corresponding run
initialized with the solution from the lower forcing frequency wPn.d. = 0.075.
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Envelope Contours of Solutions With(¡F = 0.0775 and (Õ~/L2)WN = 0.01
n.d.

Solution forced with zero
initial conditions.

Solution forced using the solution
which was forced at
(¡F = 0.075

n,d.

as initial conditions.
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Figure B-38: Contour plots of envelope for solutions forced at (¥- )~N = 0.01, ¥: =
0.001, and WPn,d. = 0.0775. (a) initialized with zero initial conditions and (b) initial-

ized with the solution forced at wPn.d. = 0.075.
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Appendix C

Analytical Expression for Variance

in the Linear Barrier Basin

Problem

The following are the full expressions for the variance for the full basin, the variance

for the western sub-basin, and the variance for the eastern sub-basin, where a is the

real part of an , b is the imaginary part of an, and c = (w2¡-y2)'

F V = eCX¡ ,"00 f IEnl2 (e-ex¡ (e2aX¡ + e-2ax¡ _ e2ibx¡ _ e-2ibX¡)2 L.n=l 1. 4 2a-e -2a-e 2íb-e -2íb-e

- (2a~e + -2~-e - 2íLe - _2í1b_J J +

(e-CXF (e-2a(X¡-XF) + e2a(X¡-xF) _ e-2ib(x¡-xF) _ e2ib(X¡-XF))2a-e -2a-e 2íb-e -2íb-e
_e-ex¡ (-- + -l - -l - -i)J +2a-e -2a-e 2íb-e -2íb-e

(-ex (e-2a(X¡-XF) e2a(X¡-xF) e2ib(x¡-xF) e-2ib(X¡-XF))
e F 2a-e + -2a-e - -2íb-e - 2íb-e

_e-ex¡ (-- + -l + -i _ -l)) +2a-e -2a-e -2ib-e 2íb-e

(e-CXF (e-2a(X¡-XF) + e2a(X¡-xF) _ e-2ib(x¡-xF) _ e2ib(X¡-XF))2a-e -2a-e 2ib-e -2ib-e
_e-ex¡ (-- + -l + -l _ -i)) +2a-e -2a-e 2íb-e -2ib-e

( -exF (e-2a(X¡-XF) e2a(X¡-xF) e2ib(x¡-xF) e-2ib(X¡-XF))
e 2a-e + -2a-e + -2íb-e + 2íb-e

_e-ex¡ (-- + -l + -i _ -l)) +2a-e -2a-e -2íb-e 2íb-e

(_e-CXF (e2a(XF-I) + e-2a(xF-I) _ e2ib(xF-I) _ e-2ib(XF-1))2a-e -2a-e 2íb-e -2íb-e
+e-e (-- + -l - -l - -i)J 1.2a-e -2a-e 2íb-e -2íb-e f

ICnl2
4

C~Dn
4

CnD;'
4

IDnl2
4

IBnl2
4

(C.1)
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WV eCX¡ ",00 r IE4nl2
2 L.n=l ì.

EV eCX¡ ",00 r IC4nl2
2 L.n= 1 ì.

C;;Dn
4

CnD~
4

IDnl2
4

IBnl2
4

(-ex (e2aX¡ e-2ax¡ e2ìbx¡ e-2ìbX¡)
e ¡ -+-----2a-e -2a-e 2ib-e -2ib-e

- (2a1_e + -2~-e - 2iLe - _2i1b_J D

(C.2)

(-ex (e-2a(X¡-XF) e2a(X¡-XF) e-2ìb(x¡-xF) _ e2ìb(X¡-XF))
e F 2a-e + -2a-e - 2ib-e -2ib-e

_e-ex¡ (-i + -i _ -l _ -i)) +2a-e -2a-e 2ib-e -2ib-e

(-ex (e-2a(X¡-XF) e2a(X¡-xF) e2ìb(x¡-xF) e-2ìb(X¡-XF))
e F 2a-e + -2a-e - -2ib-e - 2ib-e
_e-exj (-i + -i + -i - -l)) +2a-e -2a-e -2ib-e 2ib-e

(e-exF (e-2a(X¡-XF) + e2a(X¡-xF) _ e-2ib(x¡-xF) _ e2ìb(X¡-XF))2a-e -2a-e 2ib-e -2ib-e
_e-exj (-i + -i + -l _ -i)) +2a-e -2a-e 2ib-e -2ib-e

( -exF (e-2a(X¡-XF) e2a(X¡-xF) e2ìb(xj-xF) e-2ìb(X¡-XF))
e 2a-e + -2a-e + -2ib-e + 2ib-e
_e-ex¡ (-i + -i + -i - --)) +2a-e -2a-e -2ib-e 2ib-e

(-ex (e2a(XF-1) e-2a(xF-l) e2ìb(xF-l) e-2ìb(XF-1))
-e F 2a-e + -2a-e - 2ib-e - -2ib-e
+e-e (-i + -i - -- - -i)) 1.2a-e -2a-e 2ib-e -2ib-e r

variance respectively.

Where FV, EV, and WV denotes the full variance, eastern variance, and western

(C.3)

Circulation To The East Of The Barrier

The following expression is used to calculate the contribution to the circulation of the

meridional velocity on the eastern side of the barrier. These calculations are shown

on all the contour plots and denoted EC. Note that the time dependence has been

omitted since the main interest is how this circulation varies for each spatial mode.

EC = r1-d v+(xi)dy = f: (-ikØn(XI) + åØ~(XI)) cos(mrd)(l - (_1)n) (C.4)Jd n=l X mr
Due to the (1 - (_I)n) term it is obvious that the modes which are antisymmet-

ric about the mid-latitude and correspond to even Fourier components make a zero

contribution to EC.
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